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1~~),t . A nation's ability to create jobs and w"l", ~ _" ~ its
~:~;uita~g in the world community, now depends heavily on its prowess in tech
(je (, no.logy. To !ocus public attention on the. promis.es and challenges of technology,
II this magazme last year proposed a National HIgh Technology Week. It was

passed by Congress in July; appropriately, it will take place on the eve of the
presidential election, September 30 to October 6.

Il('l-. t The Special Report that follows is our contribution to Na-
ncV tional High Technology Week. It presents a "state of the union" review of ef-

I) P forts, in the U.S. and abroad, to develop and maintain the high technology com-
, I\.~ petitive edge.

vv}J It begins with an analysis of the political outlook: the can-
PA \ t didates' views, and pending legislation. It then looks at the scope of high techrf t within the economy and at efforts to boost its impact. These include new indus-

~
,livl" trial alliances, government incentives for R&D, and modernization of tradition
iJ': Aal industries. This is followed by a report on similar efforts elsewhere, especial-

I·· '1Y in Europe, and an analysis of global trade. Finally, the critical area of
. ~ •..•• . educ~.i:on is examined: how industry is helping schools, and how technology
"~~eif~~iSeS to playa much larger role in education and training in
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By Edwin Diamond and
Norman Sandler

There's one course both
Democrats and Republicans
unite on in this campaign
year. Liberal or conserva
tive, challenger or incum
bent, Mondale/Ferraro or
Reagan/Bush, both sides
have hitched their cam
paigns to The Future, high
technology style.

HVole are the future" Mon
dale declared as he chose his
running mate, Geraldine
Ferraro, back in July. At the
same time, Ronald Reagan was sum
moning up visions of the U.S. as a
"rocketsociety" leaving the rest of the
low tech world behind.

On the rhetorical shape of this fu
ture, it's clear, both Reagan and Mon
dale are in broad agreement. They both
see the need to encourage innovation,
upgrade schools, and ease the transi
tion from an industrial-based economy
to an information society. But beyond
the thematic langoage of these politi
cians lie sharp differences in how they
aim to get from today to The Future.
There's also a certain lack of specifics,
as far as technology is concerned, in
both the Democratic and Republican
blueprints. Still, it's possible to dis
cern two different paths in technology
policy-the Mondale way and the Rea
gan way. Hereare seven signposts that
help distingoish the rivals and their
programs.

The candidates
themselves

Neither Mondale nor Reagan has any
significant technical background, and
neither man has, in truth, shown an
abiding interest in technology during
his politicalcareer, recent speeches not
withstanding. Much the same can be
said of their running mates. (The one
true technology person in 1984 was
John Glenn.)

Mondale has a special political prob
lem involving technology. He has had to
orchestrate a major program for the

future without alienating one of his
core constituencies-e-organized labor,
which may still be wedded to the past in
certain respects. And he discovered
during the primarycampaigns that it is
a fine line to walk. In attacking Gary
Hart's "new ideas" in Pennsylvania,
one of Mondale's state coordinators
suggested to blue-collar workers that
Hart's ideas meant robots taking their
jobs. But in California, Mondale was
booed by union workers as he wooed
antinuclear activists with a call to shut
down the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant.

In the same vein, Mondale's support
for IIdomestic content" legislation
helped win him the endorsement of the
United Auto Workers, but provoked
warnings that his policies could trigger
a trade war in which high tech and other
industries would suffer from closed or
restricted overseas markets. Elements
of labor, particularly its industrial poli
cy proponents, view high technology
with suspicion, mindful that a future
choice between economicoptions ("win
ners" versus "losers") could threaten
the smokestack industries that com
prise labor's power base. Mondale has
therefore been cautious in broaching
his own ideas.

The Democratic platform calls for an
Economic Cooperation Council to en
gage in broad national industrial plan
ning, butdoes not go so far as to grant
this entity any power to order changes
in the economy. The idea is a cheaper
and less contentious version of the
multibillion-dollar Reconstruction Fi-

nance Corp. earlier proposed
by Mondale and backed by
the AFL-CIO not so much to
plot a course for a high tech
future as to help rescue old
er, ailing industries caught
in the grip of change and
competition.

While Mondale has kept
his distance from initiatives
that might anger labor, he
has shown no reluctance to
outline an ambitious-and
costly-"strategy for excel
lence in science, research,
and technology" couched in
the cautious language of an
ejection year. The plan pro

poses a central role for government as
financier, adviser, and occasional part-
ner with industry. ~

If Mondale has behaved gingerly in
approaching technology, Ronald Rea
gan has resembled a student taking a
belated cram course. Beginning last
year, his speeches started veering into
new territory with references to micro
electronics, bioengineering, and struc
tural changes in the economy; His trav
els also reflect this new emphasis.
Reagan has made visits to computer
classes, worker retraining centers, a
Massachnsetts biotechnology firm, and
a high tech Detroitanto assembly plant.
He has made an election-year commit
ment to "the vast frontierof space"and
an orbiting space station within a
decade.

The R&DbUdget
Reagan approaches high technology as
a supply-sider. His view is that Wash
ington can help create a climate condu
cive to research and development that
would improve competitiveness and
productivity. This could be done largely
by removing legal and reguiatory im
pediments or, where necessary, offer
ing tax incentives. But the country
must forgo the "government as subsi
dizer"role.

In his fiscal 1985 budget, Reagan
proposed $53.1 biiiion for R&D. a 147,
increase over 1984. Even with this siz
able rise at a time of forced fiscal re
straint, his proposals do not measure up
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Technology and trade
At a time when the dollar is strong and
trade deficits are immense, both sides
agree on the need to sell more U.S.

ticn with Reagan's antisat.ellite plans
that figured so prominently in the re
cent diplomatic minuet over talks in
Vienna.

While Reagan sets his minimum
growth rate in defense spending at 7%
for FY 1985,Mondale advocates 4% and
would shelve the MX, B-1, and space
andchemical weapons. LikeReagan,he
supports the Stealth program, the Tri
dent II, and the development of a new
generation single-warhead ballistic
missile as a stabilizing replacement
to the current land-based Minuteman
force and the l().,warhead MX.

Mondale supports the concept of a
negotiated nuclear weapons freeze, as
well as a proposal for a "build-down"
arrangement that would require the
superpowersto scrapat least one exist
ing nuclear weapon for each new one
produced. Mondale also favors more
spending on defense-related basic re
search than Reagan-and with fewer
strings attached. He contends that the
administration has been overzealous in
its restrictions on industry and its impo
sition of secrecy on the academic com
munity purportedly to stem the flow of
technology to the Eastern bloc. Finally,
Monda!e has urged the expenditure of
$4.5billion over five years for moderniz
ing university research labs to accom
modate the expanded research effort he
proposes:

vestment in smaller businesses or on
gains rolled over into such firms, and
the creation of technology extension
centers to help channel federal R&D
money to small businesses.

The administration, meanwhile, has
examined how tax write-offs might be
used to encourage limited partnerships
that could form links between federal,
university, and industry laboratories.
Reagan has ordered that steps be taken
to make better use of the federal labo
ratories in meeting national goals
through greater interaction with the
private sector. For example, the Rea
gan Administration is planning a Cen
ter for Advanced Materials at the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in Cali
fornia.

The Pentagon's path
Under Reagan, the Pentagon has en
joyed a steady increase in real spending
on R&D and procurement. For fiscal
1985he proposed $939 million for Penta
gon-supported basic research, a 15%
increase. Total spending on defense
related R&D was slated to rise 22% to
$84.2 billion. Moreover, Reagan bas
fought for and won congressional ap
proval for the MX missile, the B·1
bomber, the Trident II missile, tbe ra
dar-elusive Stealth aircraft technology,
antisubmarine warfare, and a stepped
up nuclear warhead production pro
gram. Congress has rejected his re
quests for money to produce a new
stockpile of chemical weapons, though
research in this area continues. Con
gress has also signaled its dissatisfac-

to the spending goal set by the Demo
crats. Mondale points out that while
West Germany, for example, spends
2.570 of its GNP on civilian R&D, the
U.S. lags far behind at 1.7%. Mondale
proposes almost doubling this Reagan
Administration figure.

Still, White House science adviser
George Keyworth says the administra
tion has pumped up the federal R&D
budget over the last few years out of a
sense of urgency attached to the loss of
America's technological edge. In fact,
much of the money has gone to aid
Reagan's $1.8 trillion military buildup
for a five-year period spread over the
mid-1980s.Of the 15nondefense budget
functions that receive federal money
for R&D, only one-general science,
which includes much basic research
has shown an increase in constant dol
lars between 1980 and 1984,according
to the National Science Foundation.
Mondale has proposed a minimum 3%
increase per year in federal support for
civilian research. In contrast, the Rea
gan figures for the last four years sbow
a 650/" increase in spending on defense
related R&D and a 30% decrease in
other areas.

But no matter who wins in Novern
ber, the confluence of forces in Vitash
ington will put pressure on private in
dustry to pick up the pace of its own
R&D efforts. Both Reagan and Mon
dale stress the importance of industry
joining in, if not leading, the drive for
excellence they advocate.

Both supported a permanent exten
sion of the 25%tax credit for incremen
tal R&D expenditures. With this kind of
bipartisan backing, it came as a sur
prise to many when the proposal was
rejected by Dan Rostenkowski (D-IIl.),
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, in the final hours of
the recent tax conference on Capitol
Hill. One of Rostenkowski's objections
was that this measure would further
trim tax revenues at a time when gov-

~ ernment was looking for more reve-
nues. But again, no matter what the

~ outcome, this initiative will be back afi ter November.
Both Reagan and Mondale supportedI legislation that will ease antitrust rulesi to permit joint R&D ventures. Like

c wise, both endorse patent-law reformsi to reward contractors for innovations
w developed with federal funds. Mondale
"~ favors expanding the investment tax
.~ credit to include investments in worker
! training and education, eliminating the
- capital gains tax for new long-term in-
S'- __.----------------------------'
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goods abroad. The question, as is so order to pursue other Reagan goals. $3-5 million NASA program dubbed
often the case in politics,remains: How For example, Reagan proposesgovern- Operation Liftoff that will use space
and where? ment regulation of some exported ser- themes to stimulate interest in math

Despite his aversion to big govern- vices as part of a broad antiterrorism and science in elementary and second-
ment, Reagan came out for creation of plan. He also won passage of the Ex- ary schools.
an International Trade and Industry port Trading Company Act, a measure Mondale would take a quantum leap
Department Its mission would be to supported by both parties and designed beyond the modest course charted by
consolidate the trade functions now be- to enable smallerfirmsto improve their Reagan with a $10 billion-plus educa-
ing carried out separately by the De- overseas sales potential through forma- tion agenda that places heavy emphasis
partment of Commerce and U.S. trade tion of export trading companies previ- on science and technology. His propos-
representative William Brock-and to ously discouraged by antitrust rules als include a $4.5 billion Fund for
prevent Commerce and Brock from and other laws. Excellence that would make additional
working at cross-purposes. The idea Onthe Democratic side, there is dis- resources available to local school dis-
was unveiled with fanfare at the White taste for Reagan's promotion of nucle- tricts: $1 billion a year to enhance the
House in 1982,but was later allowed to ar exports, even though Mondale has attractiveness of teaching as a career,
die a quiet death on Capitol Hill. urged the relaxation of "foolish export increased aid to college students in

Mondale champions the cause of control policies." The Democrats' eriti- science and mathematics, and a broad
"free and fair" trade, hinting that the cisrn of Reagan's export restrictions program of Advanced Study Awards,
United States should be prepared to was bolstered earlier this year by a loans, and research grants to bolster
fight back when its partners overseas NationaJ Academy of Sciences report postgraduate education. This is a more
resort to subsidiesorother instruments which concluded that the administra- ambitious version of the Presidential
of protectionism. Not surprisingly, this tion has gone further in limiting tech- Young Investigator Awards initiated
position, especially when viewed to- nology transfer and information flow by the National Science Foundation this
gether with his support for the domes- abroad than an NAS panel recommend- past year and warmly embraced by the
tic content bill, has left Mondale himself ed two years age-e-or than the situation Reagan Administration. Mondale aJso
vulnerable to charges of protectionism. warrants. backs the bipartisan "AppJe bill"-
Reagan opposes the domestic content legislation that would increase the al-
bill, fearing a backlash of countermea- Science and technical ready generous write-offs that comput-
sures that would be felt from the grain- education er manufacturers and vendors may
exporting Midwest to Silicon Valley. take for equipment donated to schools.

The two sides also disagree on export The rhetoric on both sides portrays the In the reJated area of technical train-
policy and information flow. Alarmed nation's schools as the first line of de- ing, the candidates' approaches also di-
by the inadequate protection of U.S. fense against the threat of technologi- verge along partisan lines. Reagan up-
manufacturers from rip-offs, and deter- cal inferiority, but nowhere do the two holds as a major achievement the Job
mined to keep potentially sensitive tech, parties differ more in their approaches Training Partnership Act-a successor
nology out of Soviet hands, the adminis- to a shared objective. to CETA that provides block grants for
tration has tried to fashion a trade Reagan calls for a renewed commit- state-directed public/private programs
policy that simultaneously satisfies the ment to quality education rivaling that that retrain workers displaced by tech-
desires of American industry and U.S. of the post-Sputnik period-a period nological change. The Democrats pro-
foreign policy objectives. It has been marked by a return to basics. Mondale pose larger-scale retraining programs
largely an exercise in futility, frustrat- argues that technological excellence supported by federal funds, byemploy-
ed by bureaucratic infighting-among cannotbe achieved 'without an across- ee contributions, or even by a tax on
the State Department, Commerce De- the-board program, fueled by money wages (likened by its proponents to a
partment, the Pentagon, and the White from Washington, to improve schools, premiumon an insurancepolicyagainst
House-that Reagan has been loath to colleges, universities, and technical being cut out of future shifts in the
step in and resolve. He has imposed trainingcenters. economy).
tight export controls on a range of Reagan,again,champions the notion
products with potential military appli- that the federal government has a Jimit- Info space: racing
cations (to the chagrin of allies who ed roJe to play. Early in his presidency, orwa1klng?
want the technology for themselves), he sought to cut funding for science and
while trying to reestablish the United math instruction and do away with the Most of NASA's fears that the space
States as a principal vendor of nuclear Department of Education, maintaining program would feel the cutting edge of
materials and a major supplier of arms. that the need for improvement did not the Reagan budget policies have proved
Reagan asked Congress for expanded implya need for greater financialassis- unfounded. Reagan heeded his political
authority under the Trade Act of 1974 tance from Washington. advisers (and rejected the advice of bud-
to negotiate reductions in nontariff bar- Congress restored some, but not all, get director David Stockman and the
riers to increased foreign commerce in of Reagan's education budget cuts. Pentagon) in buying NASA's proposal
such areas as services, investment, and Over the last year, in a notable change for a permanent mannedspace station
high technology, on grounds that the of tune, the administration has taken that could cost anywhere from $8 billion
current law does not adequately pro- creditfor increases inthe amountbeing to $20 billion. He has continued support
vide for agreements in these key areas spent to encourage teaching in techni- for the shuttle, while placing increased
of future growth. At the same time, the eal fields, improve math and science emphasis on its military applications.
administration has shown a willingness instruction, and reward outstanding The shuttle, in fact, is now seen as a
to forgo its anti-big-government zeal in students. InJune, Reagan announced a symbol of Reagan's aspirations. Last
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Edwin Diamond is head a/the News Study
Group at MIT.Norman Sandler is a White
House correspondent lor United Press
International.

Although the buzzwords will fly on
both sides, the fact remains that tech
nology per se is not of central interest
to either candidate. Nor is it even clear
that technology issues will playa major
role in the current campaigu. But tech
nology is deeply embedded in the broad
er issues-the role of the federal gov
ernment, private initiative, the size of
the deficit and the level of federal ex
penditures, the balance between civil
ian and military needs-that are the
decisive battlegrounds of the election.
The rhetoric about technology may
soar, but the campaign struggle is an
chored in pragmatic politics.

til after the election, For the time being,
he says, the issue deserves stody, not
action. In this area, it's Reagan who has
chosen to wrap himself in the mantle of
caution.

As for the wider issue of the environ
ment, there is a basicdifference in the
approaches of the candidates. Mondale
favors vigorous government action, ar
guing that if regulations are slapped on
industry, it will respond by developing
the new technologies needed to comply.
The Reagan way is a hands-off ap
proach to regulation. He would forgo
rulemaking until the technology is
available, thus giving industry time to
prepare for mandated changes.

President Reagan met with the Massachusetts High Technology Coun
cil during a briefvisit in January 1983 to Boston:' [loute 128.

eled by a belief that much of the money
spent during the Carter Administration
(and before) had provided unwarranted
bonanzas for industry or, worse yet,
had been squandered on worthless pro
jects. In this spirit, Reagan has slashed
funding for demonstration projects and
has taken steps to tighten the reins on
or cancel programs financed by the
Synthetic Fuels Corp.

In the nuclear realm, by contrast,
Reagan has increased funding for 11S
sion and fusion projects and came to the
rescue of the domestic nuclear power
industry with an agreement intended to
open the door to a $20 billion market in
China. The pact now appears to be in
abeyance because of a lingering rift
over proliferation safeguards. " .

A change of occupancy of the White
House would be seen as a victory for
the alternative energy people. But al
though Democrats in Congress have
fought Reagan's budget cuts in fossil
fuels and renewable resources, and al
though Gary Hart sponsored legisla
tion to create jobs through the develop
ment of renewable energy technology,
the extent of such a victory would be
uncertain.

The Democrats also accuse Reagan
of dragging his feet on the question of
acid rain. While Mondale has called for
a federally mandated cut of 12 million
tons insulfurdioxide emissions, accom
panied by a joint public/private effort
to develop technological approaches to
cleanup and prevention, Reagan has
deferred any major policy decisions un-

year he suggested that Mondale had
been among the "short-sighted" mem
bers of the Senate who "led the fight
against the Space Shuttle system a de
cadeago."Thecharge, which cameat a
time of renewed interest in the space
program, caught Mondale off guard.
His aides insisted that Mondale was a
supporter of space exploration but that
he had feared huge cost overruns on the
shuttle program. The record shows that
at the time the shuttle program was
before Congress, Mondale said a space
program of $2 billion to $3 billion a
year, "largelyin unmanned instrument
flight, but also in some manned flight,
could give us a fully sophisticated
program."

The Democrats still approach space
with caution. The 1984 Mondale has
dropped his earlier reservations about
the shuttle and would give NASA a
major role, along with the National Sci
ence Foundation, the National Insti
tutes of Health, the Department of En
ergy, and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, in boost
ing real federal investment in civilian
space research through an expanded
competitive grant system.

This contrasts with the National
Space Policy outlined by Reagan, de
signed to promote the privatization of
space through commercial applications
of the shuttle and by clearing the way
for the private operation of expendable
launch vehicles. Reagan also has taken
steps to spin off parts of the govern
ment's satellite program.

The area of space policy that pro
vokes sharpest disagreement between
Republicans and Democrats is weapon
ry. In his "Star Wars" speech of March
1983,Reagan took the first step toward
what could become a $25 billion-plus
program to develop a defense against
ballistic missiles. He also pushed ahead
with development and testing of an
antisatellite weapon. Mondale opposes
both programs.

Energy and environment
Since 1981, federal outlays for fossil,
geothermal, and solar energy have
dropped some 80%. This is because the
Reagan Administration concluded that
the tens of billions of dollars spent since
the 1970son energy research and devel-i opment had done little to improve the

• nation's energy picture. Energy R&D
~ projects had incurred the wrath of Da
~ vid Stockman and other members of the
~ Reagan budget team, their instincts fu-
~L- --'---- -----.J
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By Daniel Gottlieb

Democrats and Republicans
agree that the American
high technology star is in
danger of being outshone
by foreign competitors. But
congressional activists
on high tech issues-Jed by
Rep. John J. LaFalce (N.Y.)
for the Democrats and Rep.
Ed Zschau (CaL) for the Re
publicans-are poles apart
on the proper role for gov
ernment in helping U.S. in
dustry compete in world
markets.

The Democrats propose a central
planning agency, paired with a new
industrial bank. This scheme would ra
tionalize what they see as conflicting
U.s. policies toward industry, as well
as strengthen declining industries and
promote innovative technologies.

In debunking the Reagan Adminis
tration's talk of a "free market" ap
proach to these issues, the Democrats
claim that Republican rhetoric simply
masks what the administration is actu
ally doing. "It is avidly pursuing protec
tionist policies for a wide range of
industries and continues to hand out
tens of billions of dollars each year in
badly targeted, insufficiently condition
al, and largely ineffective aid to indus
try," says the Democratic majority in a
House Banking Committee reporl

The Republicans, however, argue
that government should "target the
process of innovation" by "creating
anenvironment ... inwhich innovation,
newideas, and newcompanies are like
Iy to flourish and in which mature in
dustries can modernize," according to
the High Technology Initiatives report
from House Republicans. The party
therefore leans toward increased fund
ing for basic research, as well as science
and engineering education. It also sup
ports tax incentives for R&D and re
moval of government barriers to inno
vation, such as restrictions created by
antitrust and patent law.

The Republicans' report states that
the Democrats' approach of targeting

. industries is "doomed to failure," will
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be rejected by industry, and will give
money "to the industries and regions
best represented in Washington" rath
er than those that most deserve it.

The DemocratIc: agenda
The key Democratic proposal is the
Industrial Competitiveness Act (HR
4360, sponsored by LaFalce), which
would establish three new bodies:

• Council on Industrial Competitive
ness. This group of sixteen business,
labor, government, university, and pub
lic interest representatives would cre
ate industrial promotion policies to
make U.S. businesses better able to
compete with foreign Irrms. ,

• Bank for Industrial Competitive
ness. Funded at $8.5 billion, the bank
would sign on as a minority partner
with private-sector banks in making
loans to industries fa:cing "serious in
ternational competitive challenges."
Instead of continuing the "free of
charge" credit policies of the Reagan
Administration, the bank would grant
credits based onpledges from labor and
management to cut costs and increase
productivity, and on promises of coop
eration from local government in af
fected areas. LaFalce based this pro
gram on the successful Chrysler loan
gnarantee program.

• Federal Industrial Mortgage Asso
ciation. Modeled on Fannie Mae (Fed
eral National Mortgage Association),
"Finny Mae" would provide a second
ary market for long-term loans to small

and medium-sized business
es. Commercial banks have
had difficulty providing
long-term "patient" capital
to such firms because bank
deposits have become very
short-term and sensitive
to interest rates in recent
years, says the House Bank
ing Committee report,

If the Industrial Competi
tiveness Act reaches the
floor, LaFalce expects a
tough fight. Neither side of
the aisle is unified on high
technology policy, so there is
crossover on some issues
and bipartisanship on others

(like the House's 38S-4) vote to protect
chip masks from piracy). Even some
high tech Democrats, like Rep. Timothy
Wirth of California, want the bank
dropped from the bill to avoid having
the party tagged for supporting a big
spending measure in the face of a $200
billion budget deficit. In any case, nei
therthe Senate nor President Reagan is
likely to approve the bill, but LaFalce
plans to press it anyway, hoping to
build future public support,

A companion piece to the Industrial
Competitiveness Act is LaFalce's Ad
vanced Technology Foundation Act
(HR 4361), which would create centers
for applied research at universities and
help finance industrywide joint R&D
ventures.

Republican priorities
In response to the so-calledAtari Demo
crats and in hopes of galvanizing sup
port for administration policy, the Re
publicans have set up their own High
Technology Task Force. The group has
backed several bills:

• R&D tax credit. The 25% credit for
incremental R&D expenditures (above
a firm's average outlays for the preced
ing three years), which was passed in
1981, would be made permanent before
it expires on December 31, 1985. Bills
passed by both houses during the last
session would have narrowed the defi
nition of R&D to benefit high tech
industries, made the tax credit available
to start-up companies (by allowing
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them to write off R&D expenses
against later-year profits), and liberal
ized tax treatment of donationsof com
puters and other equipment to schools
and universities. Despite widespread

o support that included backing from the
administration, the effort looks dead
this year because of a deal between the
House and Senate conferees to pass a
deficit reduction package. "The high
tech community was very disappoint
ed," says Marc Rosenberg, executive
director of the National Coalition for
Science and Technology. Prospects for
next year appear to hinge on how much
pressure will be brought to bear to
reduce the budget deficit.

• Joint Research and Development
Act (HR 5041). As passed by the House,
the bill sponsored by Rep. Peter W.
Rodino (D.-N.J.) provides partial relief
from antitrust laws to companies band
ing together to do research they might
not be able to afford to do alone. Joint
R&D ventures would be protected from
civil antitrust suits in three ways: If the
complainant proved that a joint venture
had anticompetitive effects, courts
would have to consider the potential
benefits of a joint venture rather than
simply declaring it a per se violation;
joint venture firms could avoid poten-

o tial future liability for treble damages
in successful suits by notifying the
government of the nature of their oper
ation when they start it; and the likeli
hood of frivolous suits would be less
ened by making unsuccessful litigants
pay attorney's fees to the winning
party. 0

Although the bill passed the House,
similar legislation has been held up in
the Senate (S 1841). Sen. Howard Metz
enbaum (De-Ohio) is threatening to
block it because of the provisions re
garding treble damages and attorney's
fees. Nevertheless, Ken Hagerty, the
American Electronics Association's VP
of government operations, claims the
bill could pass this year if it reaches the
Senate floor ..'

• SemiconductorChip Protection Act.
Both houses have passed bills to proteet
the mask designs for semiconductor
chips from unauthorized copying or
piracy. The Senate version (S 1201,
sponsored by Charles Mathias, R.-Md.)
would apply to chip designs retroactive
to January I, 1980; the House bill (HR
5525, sponsored by Don Edwards, D.
Cal.)would cover only those made after
January 1, 1984.The Senate puts chips
under the protection of the copyright
law; the House creates a unique l{}-year

o 0 0

proprietary protection. The Semicon
ductor Industry Association supports
both House and Senate bills, but pub
lishers and data-processing groups op
pose bringing chips under the copyright
law for fear of diluting its protection. A
chip protection bill is almost certain to
pass, if not this year then in 1985,indus
try sources say.

Despite election-year politics and con
cern with the budget deficit, industry
lobbyists are satisfied with legislative
activity in the 98th Congress. New lob
bies like the Industry Coalition on Tech
nology Transfer (formed to fight for
easing of export controls) and the Na
tional Coalition for Science and Tech
nology (founded to lobby for science
and technology education and research)
are helping to get attention and support
for high tech issues. "The high tech

• 0

Just what and how big is the high
technology industry? And what is its
present and future impact on the U.S.
economy? Definitions and estimates
are bedeviled not only by the vagneness
of the term but by the blurry line that
often separates makers and users of
high technology products and pro
cesses.

Nevertheless, official counts under
taken by federal and state agencies
have established the most commonly
quoted measures of the industry's size.
Out of approximately a hundred million
working Americans, it is estimated that
between 3 and 6 million are employed
by high technology firms in jobs as
varied as senior researchers, market
ers, production-line technicians, service
people, or custodians. Gross. annual
sales of these firms total $200-400 bil
lion, or about 6-12% of the GNP.

Who Ishigh lech?
Efforts to define high technology firms
rely on two principal characteristics: a
large proportion of professional and
technical employees and a significant
percentage of sales revenues devoted
to research and development. Both
properties reflect a vaguer commod
ity-"knowledge intensity"-that is an
essential ingredient of high tech prod-

lobby is kind of an adolescent," says
Zschau's aide for high technology, Jim
LeMunyon. "They certainly don't rank
with the AFIrCIO or the realtors." But
the efforts of new lobbyists have been
bolstered by congressional activists.
Both the Republican task force and
Zschau's leadership have had "a signifi
cant and substantive impact" on the
Hill, says AEA's Hagerty. And with the
President's Commission on Industrial
Competitiveness scheduled to report at
the end of this year, Republicans and
Democrats expect the 99th Congress to
deal with more legislation on high tech
issues, regardless of who occupies the
White House.

'0 • 0.0 0 '0 0

Daniel Gottlieb of Washington, D.C., is a
freelance reporter who frequently covers
/.e<;hnology policy.

uets and a necessary attribute for con
tinued innovation. Typically 4ll-65% of
the high tech firm's employees have
engineering and scientific.degrees or
are skilled technicians with two or more
years of post-high-school education.
And in general these firms reinvest
between 5%, and 15%of their revenues
in R&D. These percentages are two to
five times higher than for non-high-tech
companies.

Two widely used definitions of the 0

high technology industry, both based
on three-digit Standard Industrial Clas
sification (SIC) data, come from the
federal government and Massachu
setts. Both are official attempts to pin
down specific numbers of workers em
ployed by U.S. high technology firms,
The Federal Department of Labor's Bu
reau of Labor Statistics recognizes
three broad categories: manufacturers
of high technology products, such as
computers; technology-intensive com
panies, such as chemical or turbine
makers; and high technology services
such as data-processing and software
companies. In total, the bureau esti
mates, these firms employed 6 million
people in 1982.

The Massachusetts Department of
Employment Security (DES) takes a
narrower approach. It defines high 0

technology as a single grouping of 2000
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manufacturingindustries and excludes
service-sector c-ategories altogether.
By this measure, about 3.6 million peo
ple in the U.S. worked for high tech
firms in 1982.

New industries, old labels
While such definitions and the employ
ment counts that go with them are
useful and widely quoted, they are far
from all-inclusive and are somewhat
contradictory. For example, the com
puter and data-processing service in
dustry (SIC 737) is left off the Massa
chusetts DES list while the watches and
clocks industry (SIC 387) is on it. The
federal groupings omit the latter and
include the former. While this suggests
a certain arbitrariness in characterizing
high technology, there is another rea
son why the search for a precise defini
tion remainselusive.

The difficulty starts with the SIC
codes themselves. The most frequent
problem is that old labels, which do not
necessarily apply to new industries, are
accepted anyway in order to maintain
statistical continuity. The classic exam
ple is nonelectrical machinery (SIC 35).
It is the parent two-digit SIC industry
for all computer manufacturing (SIC
357), a classification dating hack to the
days of hand-cranked calculators and to
the once meaningful split between man
ufacturers of machinery for the electric
power industry and the producers of
machinery for, say, textiles and shoes.
Thus every modern computer-s-from
Cray mainframes to Apple micros-is
in this category. The same is true for
robots, which are treated as nonelectri
cal construction equipment under SIC
353.

High tech pockets
Another problem in defining the indus
try is the often fuzzy distinction be"
tween the maker and user of high tech
nology tools. The producer of a 256K
chip and the manufacturer of a micro
computer dependent on this chip are
clearly high technology companies. But
what about the end user in a bank or
manufacturing plant who must write
sophisticated software for this tool?
Within numerouslarge firms, appropri
ately labeled with non-high-tech SIC
codes, sizable pockets of employment
exist with all the required high tech
characteristics. But actually measuring
them and integrating them into high
technology job statistics is not possible

using methods based on SIC codes, and
the result is that the full magnitude of
high tech employment-both present
andforecast-goes understated.

For example, the automotive indus
try falls under SIC 371, a low tech
category. Yet CAD/CAM is used exten
sively in design, cars will soon be built
in modules that are then clipped togeth
er, and plastic engine blocks are in the
works. Auto industry leaders like to say
they are entering an "autotech" era,
with the average car of the near future
having the equivalent of an Apple com
puter to monitor the vehicle's perfor
mance and tell the driver about it in a
choice of dialects. In 1983 alone, GM's

A blurry line
often separates

makers and
users.

R&D budget was $2.87billion, much of
which paid the salaries of high tech
professionals in fields such as solid
state sensor design. At Ford Motor
Company, more than half of the 600
staff members of the central engineer
ing department are electrical. engi
neers. Yet such jobs usually elude the
high technology census.

Lynn Browne; senior economist at
the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston,
agrees that the prevailing definition of
high technology is too narrow. Writing
in theNeU' England Economic Review,
she notes that "growth in some of the
most rapidly expanding business ser
vices is, to SOme extent, a reflection of
the growth in high tech manufactur
ing." Her analysis of employment data
shows, for example, that jobs in the
computer hardware sector create al
most an equal number of high tech
service jobs. Similarly, one might well
add such SICs as Business Manage
ment & Consulting Services (7392), En
gineering and Architecture Services
(891), or Non-Profit, Educational, Scien
tific and Research Organizations (892)
to the high technology categories.

Bullish predictions
Because defining and measuring the
high technology industry is so fraught
with uncertainty, estimates of its fu
ture cannot be made with confidence.
Nevertheless, the Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics, which is forecasting overall
growth in new jobs between 1982 and
1995 of 23.4 to 28.6 million, estimates
that between 2 and 4 million of these
new jobs will fall under high tech SIC
codes.

Much ofthis growth will be fueled by
increased demand for high technology
products. The world computer market, I
according to Electronics magazine, is
expected to jump from $100-150 billion
in 1983 to $500-700 billion (in current
dollars) by 1993. The demand for chips
alone will grow almost sixfold-from
$16 billion to $90 billion-with half this
increase due to U.S. markets. By 1993
the production of just the coming gen
eration of supercomputers will yield an
expected $6.5 billion a year in sales, as
well as create 80-100,000 manufactur
ing jobs and another 100-250,000jobs in
the operation of the new systems. In
another high tech area, biotechnology,
the University of Texas predicts that
current research will spawn 1 million
new jobs.

Whileforecasts can never be guaran
teed, of course, bullish predictions of
high tech growth over the next decade
are realistic because private sector de
mand will be the principal driving force.
And the demand for new products and
processes will be further stimulated as
mature industriesinvest innew genera
tions of production technology. Barring
a sudden and severe global recession,
worldwide commercial demand is rela
tively insensitive to short-term policy
shifts. By contrast, defense contracts
were the primary reason for the growth
of high technology businesses in the
'60s and early '70s/ and the industry
soon began to suffer when federal poli
cy changed and defense R&D expendi-
tures were cut back. .

Yet the continued growth of the in
dustry depends not only on demand; a
variety of actions must be taken to
assure the supply. These include sub
stantial federal and industrial invest
ments in R&D, expansion of engineer
ing and science programs in the
nation's universities, improvements in
the quality of education in primaryand
secondary schools, and the develop
ment of better ways to accelerate the
transfer of technology from the lab to
the marketplace. This agenda will in
crease our national productivity and
revitalize the international competitive
ness of our industries.

Dan Dimanceecu is a consultant and writ
er on high technology policy issues.
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Joint research ventures have been pio
neered by the electronics and computer
industries, which must compete head
to-head with powerful Japanese censor
tia. The first industrywide effort was
the Semiconductor Research Coopera
tive (SRe-Research Triangle Park,
N.C.), established in 1982 as a nonprofit
subsidiary of the Semiconductor Indus
try Association. SRC pools funds from
membercompanies and sponsors basic
researchon microelectronics at key uni
versities around the country. The con
sortium numbers about 35 companies,

Joint funding of
basic research

try to work together on ge
nericresearch.

This obstacle will soon
be removed by legislation
passed recently by both
houses of Congress. The bills
provide thatin actions under
the antitrust laws, govern
ment agencies and the courts
should not consider joint
research ventures unlawful
per se if companies with
large market shares are par
ticipating, but should apply a
"rule of reason" analysis to
judge them by their effects
on competition.

The two bills also specify
transfer. As in Japan, participating that if joint research ventures are re
companies share the generic technolo- ported in advance to the Justice Depart
gy derived from their joint efforts and ment and the Federal Trade Commis
then compete with one another to devel- sion, the potential liability of
op commercial products and market participating companies is limited to
them. actual damages, instead of the treble

"Companies are increasingly willing damages awarded under present law.
to collaborate for the good of their Moreover, losing parties are required to
industry," says Tom Noble, program pay the winner's attorney fees, a mea
manager in the Technology Utilization sure designed to discourage frivolous
Office at Battelle Columbus Labora- . antitrust suits.
tories, "especially where they're threat- The House bill, known as the Joint
ened by foreign competition in an area Research and Development Act of 1984
that requires major funding or where (HR 5041), sailed through the House in
the market is not yet well developed." early May with a vote of 417-0, and the

The move toward research consortia Senate version (S 1841)also passed by a
has been fueled by a positive climate in unanimous vote of 97-0 in early Au
Washington. The Reagan Administra- gust, The legislation is now in confer
tion favors joint research ventures be- ence committeeand may be signed into
cause they are organized and financed law this fall.
by the private sector, providing a way
to increase U.S. productivity and com
petitiveness without direct government
intervention. Research consortia are
also popular in Congress, which is re
moving many of the real and perceived
legal obstacles to joint research.

Lowering antitrust barriers
U.S. industry has 'long been wary of
jointresearch ventures because of their
ambiguous legal status under the anti
trust laws. Since the antitrust guide
lines say that no more than 25%of any
market is allowed to collaborate in a
given consortium, it can be risky for
several major firms in the same indus-

U.S. industry's position of
global leadership in high
technology has eroded since
the early 1970s because of
declining federal and corpo
rate investment in R&D at
a time when other nations
were stepping up their re
search efforts. But a consen
sus is emerging in both the
public and private sectors
that strong remedies are
necessary to restore and
maintain America's techno
logical edge.

The major challenge comes from
Japan, where the Ministry of Interna
tional Trade and Industry (MIT!) has
organized and subsidized large multi
company R&D consortia in certsin tar
get industries, including steel, automo
biles. microelectronics, TV, machine
tools, satellites, biotechnology, and arti
ficial intelligence. These consortia pick
a specific research objective (say, a 4
megabit memory chip) and assemble
teams of top industrial scientists to de
velop the generic technology; the mem
ber companies then convert the basic
prototype into their own commercial
products. As a result of this innovative
approach to technology transfer, Japan
has managed to carve out large shares
of several U.S. markets.

Japan'ssuccesses have put American
industry on notice that it can no longer
take the industrial innovation system
for granted, and that it must transfer
laboratory advances into effective com
mercial technology more rapidly than in
the past.

Because of the escalating costs of
manpower andequipment, however,de
velopment of certain types of generic
technology has become too expensive
and complex even for corporate giants
to attempt single-handedly. As a result,
large U.S. manufacturing companies in
electronics and other internationally
competitive fields have begun to band
together in joint research ventures that
eliminate wasteful duplication of effort
and 'speed up the pace of technology

ByJonathan B. Tucker;
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including IBM, Motorola, Hewlett
Packard, Control Data, Digital Equip
ment, National Semiconductor, Intel,
RCA, and Rockwell International.

To meet SRC's $13.5million budget in
1984, the corporate sponsors contribut
ed a minimum of $60,000 and a maxi
mum of 10% of the annual budget
through fees based on semiconductor
related sales. The cooperative is fund
ing 54 research projects at some 40
universities, including Berkeley, Carne
gie-Mellon, Cornell, MIT, Rensselaer,
and Stanford. All such projects are ge
neric, in the sense that they provide
information that will be useful to a
broad spectrum of the member compa
nies over a 5-10 year period. But "we
are gradually biasing our research
agenda to carry out more long-range
research," says Robert M. Burger,
SRC's chief scientist and senior techni
cal officer..

Member companies are represented
on a Technical Advisory Board that de
fines research' strategy, . advises the
SRC staff on research priorities, and
helps evaluate the quality of the re
search being done. In addition, all corpo
rate sponsors have equal access to infor
mation generated by the cooperative's
research activities, which is disseminat
ed to member companies through pub
lished reports and topical conferences.
Although the results of SRC-funded re
search eventually appear in the open
technical literature, sponsors get an ear
ly look at the results and thus gain
valuable lead time. Participating compa
nies also have a royalty-free, nonexelu

.sive right to any patents or copyrights
ensuing from the research.

SRC's greatest contribution, Burger
contends, is in education. Before the
consortium was founded, there was rel
atively little university research on sili
con devices, even though they consti
tute by far the largest part of the
semiconductor market. Now nearly 300
graduate students are working in SRC
funded research programs. As these
students complete their education and
move on to research positions in indus
try and academia, many will continue
their work on silicon devices, contrib
uting to an expanding research effort
in the field. Moreover, SRC's impact
will be national rather than regional.
"By directing its research through vari
ous universities and centers of excel
lence,I' says Regis McKenna, president
of Regis McKenna, Inc. (Palo Alto,
Cal.), a high technology marketing
rum, "SRC's effect is to disperse tech-

Technology and nationalpolley
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nology throughout the country, so that
a few areas don't become dominant in
everything."

In addition to its work in research,
SRC is thinking about extending the
cooperative concept to development, in
cluding a plan-<lubbed Project Leap
frog-to design the next generation of
microchip fabrication equipment.Inter
est in the proposal is strong among
many SRC member companies, Burger
says, and preliminary discussions are
underway.

Chemical, TV industries
followsuit
The chemical industry's equivalent
of SRC, the Council for Chemical
Research (CCR-Allentown, Pa.), was
founded in 1982.CCR is a consortium of
43 major chemical companies, including
Allied, Du Pont, Dow, Monsanto, and
Exxon, and 142 U.S. universities that
offer PhDs in chemistry or chemical
engineering. "CCR tries to serve as a
catalyst to encourage the interaction
between universities and industry,"
says executive director Jim McEvoy.
The council also runs a Chemical Sci
ence and Engineering Fund, supported
by member companies, that finances
basic university research. This year the
fund has distnbuted a total of $630,000,
with the size of the grants determined
solely by the number of PhDs each
school confers annually.

Another joint research venture
emerged in October 1983, when ten
communications companies banded to
gether to establish the Center for Ad
vanced Television Studies (CATS). The
cooperative, which includes all four na
tional networks (ABC, NBC, CBS, PBS)
and Home Box Office, as well as lead
ing TV manufacturers (Ampex, Harris,
3M, RCA, and Tektronix), is funding
basic research at MIT on concepts and
techniques that could be used in new
TV systems. Each member company
has agreed to contnbute $100,000 a
year to fund MIT's Advanced Televi
sion Research Project at an annual level
of $1 million over a three-year period.
CATS's board of directors is chaired by
Jules Barnathan, president of .opera
tions and engineering at ABC, and the
cooperative is administered by the Pub
lic Broadcasting Service in Washing
ton,D.C.

"There's a lot of interest worldwide
in obtaining better TV pictures and get
ting rid of some of the defects in all
of the existing broadcast standards,"

.

.

says John E. Ward, a member of the
MIT research staff. "For example, the
broadcast standard here in the U.S.
dates back to 1952.Japan, England, and
Germany are working hard in this area,
and the U.S. companies decided that it
Was better to do it jointly than each try
to go it alone!'

Because all of the major networks
are involved, the consortium was sub
jected to eight months of scrutiny by
the Justice Department for possible
anticompetitive effects. Approval was
granted because the purpose of the
center is not to develop commercial
products or prototypes but to under
stand the implications of new technolo
gy and lay the groundwork for future
TV developments.

The MIT group is concentrating on
basic research into TV transmission>
and display, including higher-resolution
line standards, faster frame rates, and
improved audio. It will report its results
to the member companies, which will
then be able to apply them as they see
fit. Although all of the project's find
ings must be published in the open
literature, the sponsoring companies
wl1l be' given royalty-free licenses to
any patented technologies that result
from the research. "We're trying to
start with a clean sheet of paper and
come up with the best possible system
given today's technological environ
ment and what we think will happen
over the next few years," says HBO's
Ed Horowitz, the cooperative's publici
ty chairman,

Generic technology
development
While industrywide cooperatives such
as SRC, CCR, and CATS fund basic
university research, the Microelee
tronics & Computer Technology Corp.
(MCC), a private R&D consortium
based in Austin, Tex.•focuses on gener
ic technology-the middle portion of
the R&D spectrum between basic re
search and product development. "The
bulk of the basic research is still done in
universities and will continue to be,"
says Bobby R. Inman, MCC's chairman
and president. "We're taking existing
theories, proving them, and turning
them into prototype systems."

The primary rationale behind the con
sortium is the scarcity of highly trained
scientists and engineers. "Precisely at
the time that new opportunities are
opening for expansion, particularly in
explosive areas like information han-
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dling and biotechnology, the pool of puter-aided design of very large-scale sales or purchases under $250 million,
trained talent is decreasing," Inman integrated (YUH) circuits. for example, pay $25,000.
says. Industry therefore has a strong • A program called Advanced Com- Although it is too early to tell how
incentive to bring together a critical puter Architecture, comprising four successful MCC will be, a similar con-
mass of talent in joint R&D efforts. independent projects in parallel pro- sortium is already in the planning
Another rationale is the fact that Bell cessing, artificial intelligence, data- stages. In May, Battelle Columbus Lair
Laboratories and the Defense Depart- .base management, and human inter- oratories, a nonprofit research organi-
ment, which sponsored much of the face with computers. According to In- zation, proposed a fiber optics industry
generic technology on which the semi- man, this effort is "comparable to the R&D cooperative. Its aim would be to
conductor industry was based, have Japanese Fifth-Generation Project, ex- ensure future U.S. leadership in fiber
since refocused their efforts on apply- cept that it's broader-based." optics in the face of mounting foreign
ing the fruits of this research. Thus Fees for membership in the research competition-particularly from Japan,
companies must work together to en- programs vary with the number of cor- which recently embarked on a $100mil-
sure the continued development of ge- porate sponsors, since costs are divided lion, seven-year national development
neric technology that will spawn the equally among the participants. Actual program in this area. The economic
products of the future. figures are confidential, but Inman esti- stakes are high: Battelle estimates that

MCCstarted formal operation in Jan- mates that it costs a company about $1 by the year 2000, fiber optics could ..
uary 1983,despite concerns on the part : million a year to support one research become a $30billion market in the Unit-
of several participating companies program and $6-7 millionto support all ed States alone.
about its legal status under the anti- four programs. Although shareholders At present, commercialization of fi.
trust laws. Since then, the ambiguities are given general descriptions of the ber optic systems is blocked by the lack
about the consortium's legality seem to goals, approaches, and timetables of of practical high-performance compo-
have been resolved. Today MCChas 18 all the research programs, only those nents for connecting sets of fibers with
corporate sponsors and a budget of companies funding a particular pro- digital information systems. Such opto-
more than $70 million.Most of the par- gram have access to proprietary data electronic components are required for
ticipating companies are large corpora- on new processes, techniques, and pro- switching, splitting, amplifying, and
tions in the microelectronics and com- totypes. Licensing of patented tech- modulating light signals, and for pro-
puter fields; the smallest members nologies arising from the research cessing optical data. "What's needed is
have annual sales in the range of a toolbox of manufacturing technology
$1.21HiOO million. "A few giants like A rationale behind that companies can use to develop and
IBM have not expressed interest in join- fabricate these components," says pro-
ing," Inman says, "but from. an anti- consortia is the gram director Robert 1.. Holman. "The
trust point of view, their being outside

shortage o/highly
industry needs generic materials, as

is probably our major security b1an- well as fabrication, microassembly, and
ket." trained scientists packaging techniques for mass-produe-

MCC is unique among cooperative ing these components in a cost-competi-
R&D efforts in the computer field in andengineers. tive manner."
that it is a for-profit corporation that Battelle's proposed program, costing
does the bulk of its research in-house. roughly $60 million over seven years, I,··
By mid·19M MCChad hired 162people, programs is. also limited to sponsor will comprise three major projects: au-
138 of them professional-technical. companies for up to three years, where- tomated microassembly and packaging
Eighty percent of the research staff upon licenses will be made available to technologies, manufacturing processes
comes from industrial labs, the rest the general public. '._. . .....: .. for fabricating optical circuits, and pro-
from academia and government. Of the In Apn1, MCC announced an Ass()- eesses for producing optical-quality
industrial scientists, 45% are on loan ciates Program for smaller firms that crystals for gnided-wave optics. Bat- .
from their companies and 55% are di- cannot afford the cost of full member- telle is now organizing the initial phase
rect-hire, Says Inman, "We're about ship. These companies will be provided of the first project, requiring a total of
five months ahead of our most optimis- descriptions of current research pro- $12 million in support over three years.
tic projections of where we would be in grams and will be informed about new At least 20 companies will have to pat-
assembling talent, and research is un- technologies available for licensing ticipate at a fee of $200,000 per year to .:
derway in all the facilities." . before public release. An important cat- 'fund the project at the desired level

Each corporate member of. MCC egory of associate members is eompa- Battelle is already hiring a multidisci-
must purchase a share of stock <at nies that supply materials, instrumen- plinary research team, including ex-
$500,000 per share), in addition to sup- tation, and support services to the perts in guided-wave optics, physical
porting one or more of four research computer industry; they need to keep chemistry, materials science, and man-
programs: abreast of emerging technologies so ufacturing, and all work will take place

• A six-year program to develop new that they willbe in a position to provide in its own laboratories. Corporate spon-
methods of packaging integrated cir- products and services to the sharehold- sors will participate in administration
cuits. ers when the new technologies reach and oversight of the project through

I • A seven-year program in computer the marketplace. The fee for member- advisory boards and will reeeive a con-
software technology, with an emphasis ship in the Associates Program is on a tinuous flow of research results from
on the use of expert systems to assist in sliding scale based on annual purchases the projects they support, as well as
writing software. or sales of computer-related hardware royalty-free licenses.

• An eight-year program in the com- and' software. Companies that have U.S. biotechnology companies have

'.
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FEDERAL PROGRAM BOOSTS SMALL BUSINESS R&D.
Japan's advances over the past two de- $50,000 for a six-month project, call for
cades into markets once dominated by awardees to determine the technical and
the U.s. have convinced the federal gov- commercial feasibility of their ideas.
ernment that the nation's climate for Winners are selected on the basis of 25-
technological innovation needs to be im- page proposals they submit in response
proved. Although Democrats and Repub- to solicitations issued annually by 11par-
licans generally have different approach- ticipating government agencies. Each so-
es to the problem, they are in rare licitation contains a listing of basic and
agreement on a plan for stimulating inno- applied research areas.
vation among the companies that histori- Companies whose Phase I results dero-
cally have been one of its major By Frank J. Catalano onstrate the greatest potential are then
sources-e-small businesses. In 1982, President Reagan awarded Phase II contracts. These projects are worth as
signed into law the Small Business Innovation Research much as $500,000, last no longer than two years, and could
(SBIR) Act, designed to increase the flow offederal R&D lead to prototypehardware development. Before applying
money to companieswithfewer than 500employees. for awards,candidatesare urged to seek assurances from

Since the tum of the century, small businesses have a venture capital IIrIIl, a large corporation, or another
received more than 60% of the patents issued in the U.S., small business that funding would be provided for com
according to Roland Tibbetts, codirector of the Office of mercialization of the jnnovation following the project's
Science and Technology Innovation at the National Sci- successful completion. VI'hile this assurance is not re
ence Foundation (NSF). A studyby Gellman Associates quired, it could be the deciding factor between two propos
(Jenkintown, Pa.), reports that, on the average, small als of equal merit.
IIrIIlS produce 2.5 times more innovations per employee A project moves into commercial development during
than larger firms and commercialize these innovations Phase III, which is funded by a private concern rather
one year faster and at 25%the cost. than the government. Although a federal agency, such as

Yet despite small businesses' technological contribu- the DepartmentofDefense, may decide to issue a procure
tions through the years and their efficiency in translating ment contract for the. innovation during this phase, that
R&D into products, such firms have been receiving less 'contract would not be part of the SBIR program.
than 6%of all federal R&D contracts. In fact, the Gellman In 1983, the first year of the program, 700 Phase I
study found that when competingfor the same contract, a .projects were funded at a cost to the government of $45 .
large company is 2.8 times as likely to receive an award as million. By '88, more than 2000Phase I and 1000Phase II .
a small firm. . . . . • . projects, with a combined value of over $500 million, are

"There's been a feeling in the government thatif the big expected to be in progress:
corporations can't solve a problem, no one can," notes "What we're doing," says NSF'sTIobetts, "is giving
Richard Shane, acting assistant administrator of the Of-some of the most creative companies in the U.S. a chance
fice of Research, Innovation and Technology '\t the Small to prove ideas that may be too far out, too risky; for the
Business Administration (SBA)."We seem to have forgot·· venture capital cominunity. But as awardees carry out
ten that many of our most creative mirids"::Thomas Edi- research for the government, they'll strengthen their
son, Alexander Graham Bell, and the Wright brothers, for credibility among private investors." .

· example--started out with small IIrIIlS." ...".. . Both the House and the Senate passed the SBIR Act by
The government's apparent preference for large orga- .an overwhelming majority, despite objections from some

nizations threatened to hurt not only small business but critics. While the bill was still pending, many government
..the economy as a whole, notes Shane. Small companies officials testified that small businesses are not as adept at
employ 60% of the nation's workforce, he says, and are performing research as large corporations and that the
major contributors to both the tax base and the Gross measure would create. unnecessary red tape. Further
National Product. But without government contracts, more, groups lobbying for universities argued that SBIR
many IIrIIlS, especially those just starting out; might not funding would cut into their share of federal R&D, there-

:.I:>¢ able to survive. An SBA study reports that 74%ofthe by hurting the academic community financially.
· small high tech companies in existence in 1981performed But while it's still too early to judge SBIR's success,
· federal R&D during their early years; 48% of the chief the results of NSF's pilot program have been favorable.

executive officers of those IIrIIlS contend that without So far the agency has issued five rounds of Phase I and
suchwork their companies would have gone under. . four rounds of Phase II solicitations. Winners of the

,"Almost half of all R&D in this country is funded by the first Phase II ~wards completed their projects last year..
federal agencies," says Shane. "In adopting the SBIR While NSF's funding for those firms totaled $5.3million,
program, the government finally realized that a fair share private investors committed more than eight times that
,of that money had to be channeled to small business as a amount in commercial development financing. Further
means of fostering innovationand stimulating growth." more, participating companies increased their. employ-

Now in its second year, SBIR was modeled after an ment an average of 125% over a five-year period. Success
· NSF pilot program begun in 1977. Contracts are issued in stories abound: .

three phases. Phase I awards, amounting to as muchas', (Continued on neztpage)
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• Spectron Development (Costa Mesa, Cal.) received 18

SBIR contracts for research involving test and measure
ment applications of high-energy lasers. That record is
impressive, considering that only one in 10 SBIR propos
als now receives funding. Sofar, two commercial products
have come out of Spectron's work-a particle-sizing sys
tem anda device tomeasure aerodynamic flows.v'Ihere's
no question that SBIR has helped us accelerate our
growth," notes Chris Busch, president of the 6Q-person
operation. "We have venture people coming to us now as
wellas government agencies." r; ~,' ". _.

• As a result of a $25,000 Phase I contract funded by
NSF in 1977and a $239,000 Phase II award, Collaborative
Research (Waltham, Mass." developed a process to en
bance the production of animal proteins using genetic
engineering techniques. Followingcompletion of the pro-

'.' j~t, the company received a $6millioncontract from Dow
. Chemical (Midland, Mich.)and a $1 million contract from

Japan's Green Cross to tailor the process for those firms'
own needs. Dow subsequently invested $5 million for a 5%
equityin Collaborative Research, which went public in
1982with a $14 millionstock offering,

• Crystal Systems (Salem, Mass.), wbich specializes in
,-'. .. .' ..'

,
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II
I not banded together into an R&D con

sortium, despite the recent formation of
_a Japanese consortium in this area.The
reason is that most firms have yet to
bring products to market and thus are
focusing on "raising enough funds to
support their own research, rather than
trying 19 find a common ground to
develop generic technology," says Zsolt
Harsanyi, vice-president for biotechnol
ogy at E. F. Hutton (Washington, D.C.).
Still, the industry is supporting basic
research at a number of university cen-

.. '.. ters, and all biotechnology firms will
soon face the common problem of pro
ducing and purifying large quantities
of biomaterials. Development of the
necessary scale-up technology will be

, particularly amenable to indus trywide
collaboration, Harsanyi says.

The recent passage of the Senate
version of the joint R&D bill to shield
collaborative research ventures from
antitrust actions should spur the forma
tion of R&D consortia in other indus
tries as well, such as energy andchemi
cals, according to MCC's Inman. Ever
since the House version passed unani
mously, he says, the number of queries
MCC has received from firms outside
the computer field "has gone up expo
nentially."

r--

Willlt work?
The Commerce Dept. is a strong advo
cate of collaborative R&D, contending
that it could revitalize new and old in-
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growing crystals for laser applications and.currently has
10 SBIR projects in the works, has thus far attracted
investments of $1.5million from Cabot Corp. (Boston) and
$100,000 from Sanders Associates (Nashua, N.H.).

While early SBm opponents are still closely monitoring
the program, Milton Stewart, president of the Small
Business High Technology Institute (Phoenix}-a private
nonprofit group that is helping to promote and coordinate
the SBIR program-says that many of their initial fears
have been allayed. "Agency officials have stated that
they've been remarkably surprised by the quality of work
coming out of SBIR participants," says Stewart, ''The
only difficulty they're having is in deciding which propos
als to fund." Last year, the Defense Department's solu
tion was to award more SBIR contracts than it was
required to by law. _ ..' ..' .. .

"Thisprogramis "as American'as mom and apple pie," _
notes SEA's Shane.'lit's fostering the innovation process
that our country is known for, it's helping the little guy,
and it's improving our quality of life through new jobs,
products,andprocesses."

FrankJ. Catalano is business editor ofHIGHTECHNOWGY.
.' , '. . ....

dustrial sectors alike. "Industries that of research for American corporations,
are clearly on the upswing, like micro- and I don't think it's one to be lightly
electronics, are most likely to start joint turned aside."
research ventures," says Lance Felker, Dennis G. Hall, a professor of optics
director of the department's Industrial at the University of Rochester, believes
Technology Partnership Division. "But that R&Dconsortia are good for Ameri
the ones that need it most are steel and can industry as a whole, but questions
other smokestack industries. It has tre- _ the willinguess of many individual com
mendous applicability to everyone." panies to engage in them. The major

Armand Tanguay, associate profes- obstacle to collaborative .R&D·in'''th",,,_
sor of electrical engineering at the Uni- United States may be more cultural
versity of Southern California (Los An· than legal, he suggests. While Japa;n!a:.
geles), maintains that consortia.are the corporate culture encourages the no
only viable approach in fields where the tion of working together on problems of
technology is being driven rapidly by mutual interest, American business
other countries. "There are a number of stresses independence and self-reli
areas of modern technology-s-ineluding ance-a cultural norm enshrined in the
very large-scale integrated and "very antitrust laws.
high-speed integrated circuits, fiber op- Says Hall: "You're asking U.S. indus
tics, large-area networks, and integrat- try to do two things that it's suspicious
ed optics-in which the ability to manu- of~ollaborate in developing new man
facture certain items requires R&D ufacturing processes and undertake
breakthroughs that are much more long-range planning." Since American
amenable to solution by the consortium companies normally view manufactur
approach," he says. ''These technolo- ing processes' as trade secrets that
gies are just toobig for anyone compa- can provide a competitive edge, they
ny to attempt, at least on the time scale may be reluctant to work with competi-
that's being allowed." tors on developing new technologies.

But Tanguay cautions that consortia Thus the jury is still out on whether
are not as valuable in areas where there joint research ventures will work as
is less international competition. "In well for American industry as they
cases where we have the luxury of have in Japan. The verdict will likely
exploring a particular field over a rea- depend on the quality of the results that
sonably long period of time without the the pioneering U.S. consortia are able to
threat of external competition, I think produce over the next few years.
domestic competition amongcompanies
makes more sense:' he says. "It has Jonathan B. Tucker is a senior editor of
been an extremely productive avenue HIGHTECHNOWGY.
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high-strength steels, The line can pro
cess a coil of steel strip in 10 minutes '
instead of the ~ days required by
batch annealing. Employing over 100
microcomputers to control strip tem
peraturesat every pointonthe line, it is
the most advanced facility of its kind in
the world, claims Jay Mayberry, assis
tant plant superintendent

Inland is one of the few integrated
mills that have consistently reinvested
in their steelmaking operations; in fact,
having recently bowed out of the con
tainerand shelter businesses, Inland is
more of a pure steel company today
than it was a few years ago, something
that can be said for few of Inland's
domestic competitors. 'The company's
goal is to lower its break-even point
Inland can now show a profit at an
operating rate of as low as 65% of
capacity-by investing in the most ad
vanced steelmaking processes.

The new look In steel
In 1980, the Office of Technology As
sessment (OTA) noted that the domes
tic steel industry "has a good record for
product innovations, but is less inclined
to introduce new steelmaking process
es," But the OTA stressed that new
processes would be essential if the do
mestic steelmakers ever hoped to catch
up with foreigu competition. It appears
that the U.S. steelmakers are now heed-
ing this advice. Inland's continaous-an-c.. _,
neal line is notable not only.because it
dramatically reduces processing times:"
but also because it gives sheet steel
significant new properties, Steels that
were previously just laboratory curios
ities can now be manufactured in com-

Control room at Inland Steel's No.7 blast furnace in East Chicago, Ind.
The furnace is one oj the lorgest in the Western hemisphere.

ByErnest Raia

THE TRA1~SI~OR1VIPl:.T!ON

01-'1 BASIC II~DUSTRY

One hears the same lament over and wide scale. The production of aircraft
over. U.S. industry, world leader in engine disks and compressor blades will
technological development, is falling be under computer control from the
behind other nations-most notably Ja- time raw material enters the production
pan-in the application of new technolo- process through final inspection.
gy. And there is compelling evidence to 0 Chrysler, which paid $194 million
support this contention, such as the for Volkswagen's Sterling Heights,
permanent closing of hundreds of fac- Mich., plant in '83, is investing an addi
tories across the nation in industries tional $456 million to get its new flag
like steel, automobiles, and machine ship assembly facility ready for produc
tools, in which the U.S. was once the tion of H-body automobiles that will
indisputable leader. compete with the Japanese in the mid-

According to the National Academy die segment of the automobile market
of Engineering (NAE), which has re- (e.g., against the Honda Accord and
cently completed studies of the compet- Mazda 626). This "world-class" assem
itive status of several U.S. industries, bly operation, says Stephen Sharf, exec
the success of the Japanese is rooted in utive VP of manufacturing at Chrysler,
their commitment to manufacturing ex- will use over 100robots.
cellence and a strategy that uses manu- 0 Flexible manufacturing systems at
facturing as a competitive weapon. By General Electric's locomotive plant in
contrast, American firms consider the Erie, Pa., have trimmed the production
basis of competition to be in "market- time for traction motor frames from 16
ing, styling, and dealerships." By the days to a mere 16hours.
late '50s, the NAE study concluded, 0 At John Deere's new $500 million
manufacturing had become "a competi- tractor plant in Waterloo, Iowa, com
tivelyneutral factor" in the U.S. puters control all materials-handling

functions, matching parts to specific
orders and managing inventories on a
just-in-time basis. Although it operates
at only 50% of capacity, the plant has
been in the black ever since its doors
opened in'SI.

o Last August, Inland Steel (Chicago)
started up its No.3 continuous-anneal
line, which will produce new grades of

Marshall Plan
formanUfactUring
It is now generally agreed that if basic
American industries are to extricate
themselves from their problems, manu
facturing will once again have to be top
priority. "The competitive battle in the
auto industry willbe fought and won on
the factory floor," says Donald Peter
son, president of Ford.

And it appears that American indus
try is starting to bankroll the new tech
nologies that will be deployed in this
effort. The automakers alone are plan
ning, to invest more than $100 billion
dollars to develop new products. This is
more than was spent in the Marshall
Aid Program to rebuild Europe after
World War II, notes Eric Mittelstadt of
GMF Robotics (Troy,Mich.).

Manufacturing-particularly auto
mated manufacturing-will be central
to future strategies in industry. Some
examples:

o Pratt & Whitney's plant in Colum
bus, Ga., .represents the company's
most ambitious effort thus far to apply
advanced manufacturing conceptson a ~
L--------.:.-c------'----~------,-------------',
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mercial quantities. "The continuous-an
neal line is a remarkable metallurgical
tool," says Carlton Schraeder, assistant
to the VP of steel manufacturing, ube
cause of its ability to alter strength
without having to go back to changing
chemistry at the steelmaking shop."

Last March, Inland's directors also
gave the go-ahead for a preliminary
engineering study of a continuous cold
rolling mill. This $250 million complex,
which will be patterned after the only
other plant of its type in the world,
Nippon Steers Hirohata Works, will
rely heavily on computers to cut pro
cessing times from 12 days to less than
one day. The proposed mill includes
pickling, tandem rolling and annealing,
and automatic inspection in a continu
ous and fully automatic sequence.

The use of continuous casters, which
convert molten steel directly into solid
shapes ready for rolling, now accounts
for about a third of the industry's total
steel output. (At the time the OTA re
port came out, only about a fifth of the
output was continuously cast; and a
decade ago the figure was a mere 9%).
Between the end of '81 and the end of
this year, 16 new continuous casters,
with an aggregate capacity of16 million
tons, will have gone into operation in
the U.S. Aod the American Iron and
Steel Institute (AISI) expects that at
least four more large casters will be
built within the next several years.

The switch to continuous casting has
brought another advanced technology
into the spotlight: ladle metallurgy.
This is a generic term for a number of
different refining processes conducted
outside the basic steelmaking furnace

. in a special ladle prior to continuous
casting (HIGH TECHNOLOGY, Sept.
'83, p. 26). Ladle refining is resulting in
major gains in both productivity and
product quality.

The steel industry on the whole is
expanding its use of microprocessors
and computers in an effort to conserve
energy in every phase of the steelmak
ing process. Moreover, the AISI is coor
dinating collaborative research be
tween member steel companies and
groups outside the steel industry. Sev
eral such research projects relate to the
development of sensors that will be tied
to automatic process controls.

Intelligenttools
In 1949 the Air Force began sponsoring
research at MIT that led to the develop
ment of a revolutionary advance in rna-

chine tool technology: machines that
employed encoded numerical data to
cut metal at extremely close tolerances.
Yet this new technology was slow to
catch on in American industry. Even
today, numerically controlled (NC) ma
chines account for only a minuscule
portion (4-5%) of the installed machine
tool base in U.S. industry. Indeed, about
40% of the machine tools in use today
in the U.S. are over 20 years old
(versus around 20% inJapan), predating
the commercial availability of NC
machines:

However, the impression that indus
try has been slow to leave the dark ages
is misleading. In terms of the total
number of machine tools in use on the
factory floor, NC machines are still rare
birds. But since 1974, multifunction NC
machines and other specialty metal-cut
ting machines have accounted for over
a third of the total value of new orders,
according to tallies kept by the National
Machine Tool Builders' Association
(NMTBA). Tacit confirmation that in
dustry is not resisting the latest tech
nology is provided by one of the largest
machine tool builders in the U.S.: "Half
of our sales today to U.S. firms are in
machine tools that didn't exist five
years ago," says Richard Kegg, direc
tor of machine tool research at Cincin
nati Milacron.

Despite dismal sales and the barrage
of imports (or perhaps because of
them), a number of machine tool build
ers are preparing for a rebound by
increasing their R&D budgets, reports
Laura Conigliaro, industry analyst at
Prudential-Bache (New York). Cincin
nati Milacron, for example, has recently
built a new $8 million research center.
John Deam, technical director of
NMTBA, cites other firms, such as Ex
Cello, Monarch, and Sonth Bend Lathe,
that have also established new research
centers.

Much of the current research is con
verging around machines with built-in
intelligence, covering a wide variety of
developments from computerized nu
merical control (CNC) to automatic tool
changing and automatic handling of
parts. What all of this signals is a
steady increase in the transfer of skills
from the operator to the machine. At
Chrysler's Detroit Trim Plant, for ex
ample, a CNC machine cuts bolts of
cloth, vinyl, and leather according to
directions entered at a computer termi
nal. In the past, fitting seat patterns on
cloth for minimum waste was a long
and tedious process. A worker had to

climb on top of the bolts of cloth and
jigsaw paper patterns together in much
the same way as a seamstress does with
dress patterns. Now a computer rapidly
calculates the optimal cutting patterns
and generates instructions for cutting
cloth, saving Chrysler over $500,000 an
nually in material costs alone.

EcononUesofscope
The newest generation of NC systems,
known as direct numerical control
(DNC), go a step further, linking the
minicomputers that direct the operation
of each machine tool to a central main
frame that monitors and directs the
operations of a whole flock of machine
tools, sometimes 100 or more simul
taneously. Clearly, the computer is
the linchpin in the automated factory,
bringing together computer-aided de
sign (CAD) and computer-aided manu
facturing (CAM) into a single inte
grated process. Computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM) is being heralded
as everything from the cure for stagna
tion to the spark that will ignite a new
industrial revolution.

John Deere's Waterloo tractor plant
and GE's Erie locomotive plant are two
of the brightest examples of the new
technologies at work. While Deere's
competitors have lost millions during
the current "dog years" in the off-road
equipment market, the Waterloo plant
has been a consistent money-maker,
GE's Erie plant was a questionable sur
vivor before it was transformed into a
manufacturing showcase; now GE is
once again a major force inthe locomo
tive business..

Over the next decade, manufacturing
processes are likely to become more
decentralized and more oriented toward
the production of custom goods. The
low-cost flexibility of the computer
will revolutionize batch manufacturing.
The past bias toward high-volume pro
duction of identical items will be sup
planted by the production of goods
tailored to smaller market segments,
predicts Harry Thompson of A. T.
Kearney, a Chicago-based consulting
firm. The computer, he says, will re
place economy of scale with economy of
scope. To accomplish this, U.S. firms
don't need to copy the Japanese; they
justhave to diligently apply the technol
ogy that they've already created to
make the factory of the future a reality.

Ernest Raia is a senior editor of HIGH
TECHNOLOGY.

.
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CAN EUROPE CPo},TCH UP
IN THE

TECllJ;~OLOG1YRltCE?
.

By H. Garrett DeYoung

A British government official recalls
how, back in the early 19708, a single
Member of Parliament tried to blow the
idea of a joint European aerospace in
dustry out of the sky:

"We'd been discussing this with in
dustry, government ministries, and
EEC [European Economic Community)
representatives for several months,
and were almost ready to put the idea to
paper. Then one day a Labor Party MP
slammed the table, jumped to his feet,
and said: 'You know, of course, this
means we'll have to trust the French
and I bloody don't!'"

Many of the project's basic principles
nonetheless survived, shortly to grow
into the European Space Agency and
the Airbus jetliner. But the tale illus
trates the centuries-long suspicions and
resentments that still divide Western
Europe. It also suggests how far the
EEC nations-"the Ten"-must go if
they are to represent more than token
competition with the U.S. and Japan in
the world technology marketplace.

The Ten clearly have their work cut
out for them:

• Of all the personal computers sold
in Europe, 80% are U.S.-made; nine out
of 10 video recorders marketed in Eu
rope are made in Japan.

• The EEC is now running a $5 billion
trade deficit in information technology
(IT), a market segment that includes
software, microelectronics.Information
processing, office automation,and com
puter-aided manufacturing. In 1975,by
contrast, IT enjoyed a $1.7 billion sur
plus. The deficit threatens to reach $10
billion by 1986.

• Despite a glorious history of tech
nologyinnovation, theTen seem almost
arthritic in the leap from laboratory to
marketplace. Although the EEC's R&D
investment is twice that of Japan, says
a Community representative, the Japa
nese file four times as many patents.

• Many Europeans are beset by a
profound technological inferiority com
plex, says Robert Sheaf, EEC industrial
liaison officer in London: "Many firms
here don't feel that they can keep up

.

.

ESPRITde corps
It's doubtful that any EEC nation can
score a meaningful victory by itself.
Despite the Community's emphasis on
sharing knowledge, information flows
far less freely in Europe than in the
U.S. European researchers are often
isolated from their colleagues else
where in the Community, 'and even
from other investigators in their own
country. ''No single European nation
can hope to achieve a technological bal
ancewith the U.S.," says Sheaf. "It's a
problem for all of us." .

Perhaps the most ambitious technolo
gy revival plan of all is thus a collabora
tive one-EEC's European Strategic
Program for Research in Information
Technologies, or ESPRIT. The year-old
plan is intended to do in a decade what
diplomats and warriors have failed to
do for centuries: unite the Ten into a
powerful commercial alliance, thereby
bridging the technological gulf be
tween Western Europe and its competi
tors. Budgeted at $1.3 billion for the
first five years-half from the Commu
nity; half from industry-ESPRIT wJ1I
underwrite basic research in the five IT

..
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The multination ESPRIT plan
will put the Community on a par
with the U.S. and Japan by the
early '90s, says EEC's Nobbs.

nation's R&Dspending from the recent
2%of the gross national product to 3%
within the next few years. (The U.S.
spends about 2.6% of its GNP on re
search, while the EEC as a whole
spends about 2.2%.)

The French have devised an array of
educational, social, and economic car
rots to optimize the filiere electron
ique's chances of success. One provi
sion of the plan, for example, is that
research projeets-in such fields as
consumer electronics and high-speed
computers-will be delegated to certain
nationalized companies for develop
ment and commercial follow-up.

Assessing technology policy in the
Netherlands is more difficult, since
much of it is still being hammered out in
public and private studies. In late 1982
the government formed a semiprivate
$400million "corporation for industrial
projects" (Maatschappij voor Indus
triele Projecten, or MIP) to identify
and finance high-risk ventures by
Dutch companies. "Our support goes
across all types of industry," explains
MIP president and director A. G. de
Boer in The Hague. "But obviously
there are areas of special attention,
such as electronics and biotechnology.
Eventually, MIP would hope to sell its
share of the venture back to the compa
ny, or perhaps encourage the company
to go public."

A report released early this year by
the Dutch Ministry of Economic M
fairs, meanwhile, named several fields
for special aid, including electronics,
transportation, and new materials. Ap
proximately $182millionin support was
set aside in the 1984budget, withanoth
er $68millionto be added next year..

The money isn't an outright gift,
however. "We don't propose to have
government riding to industry's res
cu~," says de Boer. The 1984 ministry
report calls for several key changes in
Dutch technology. One proposal would
step up the involvement of small and
medium-sized businesses in the nation
al R&D scenario. Those businesses now
account for only about 107,of the na
tion's research, while the five largest
Dutch multinational companiesconduct
about 70%.

Industrial modernization (computer
ized manufacturing, for example) is
also given high priority. But while the
Dutch acknowledge the need for rapid
growth inthis area,the ministry notes a
general reluctance to invest in methods
that are perceived as new and therefore
risky.

EEC's Cadiou: As many as 3 mil
lion new jobs for Europe are rid
ing on the globallechnology race.

the West German's Ministry for Re
search and Technology aims at a wide
range of the electronics market: CADI
CAM, optics, telecommunications, mi
croelectronics, and robotics. The big
gest share, $535 million, is reserved for
electronic components. Much of that is
pegged to the joint development of sub
micron chips during the second half of
the 19808.

But mimyof the most ambitious pro}
ects in West Germany are being pri
vately funded. Siemens, for example,
the country's largest electronics com
pany, turns out a million 64K random
access memories a month, is gearingup
for 256KRAMproduction, and has com
mitted $200 million to its I-megabit
RAM project.

France now commands only about 5%
of the world's electronics market. (The
EEC as a wholecommands 10%, and the
U.S. nearly 50%.) But under the two
year-<>Id plan called filiere electron
ique, government, industry. and uni
versities will have invested some $16
billionin electronics research and creat
ed 80,000new jobs by 1986. (I'hejiliere
electronique is the chain of economic,
technical, and social activitiesassociat
ed with the electronics sector.)

The socialist Mitterrand government
has taken a sweeping approach to over
hauling French technology, as evi
denced last July by the appointment of
LaurentFabiusas primeminister. For
merly the minister for industry and
research, Fabius presided over the EEC
council that spawned ESPRIT, and has
gone on record as wanting to hike the

Biotechnology
Europe isn't putting all its R&D eggs
into the electronics basket, says EEC's
Nobbs. The Community has recently
proposed a five-year $200 million bio
technology action program. A more
modest plan has been in place since 1982
to consolidate research in seven biologi
cal fields, including enzymes and indus
trial microbiology.

National biotech programs abound.
Along with electronics and new materi
als the science is singled out for special
treatment in Holland-a clear effort to
capitalize on Dutch expertise inbiotecb
nology. The huge Gist-Brocades in
Delft, for example, has long been one of
the world's commercial leaders in in
dustrial enzymes, antibiotics, and fer
mentation. And the MIP is nowcreating
a multicompany biotechnology park at
the University of Leiden in an invest
ment scheme that could ultimately top
$100million, .

Another example is England's Cell
tech, based near London, which was
formed by.the government in 1980as a
commercial extension of its Medical Re
search Council. In just four years, the
government's 44% share in the.compa-
ny has dropped to 28%, with the rest ~

held by banks, insurance companies, ,!..
and venture capital groups. Celltech is _
now a $25 million company, largely •
through joint ventures with Japan's Su- e
mitome, Boots (England's leading phar- 8
maceutical company), the Italian thera- j
peutics giant Sereno, and others. <

uVole knew from the beginning that ~
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we had to behave commercially," says
CEO Gerard H. Fairtlough. "In that
respect, we're no different from a Ce
tus or a Genentech."

In Belgium. meanwhile, commercial
technology is being pursued on three
fronts: The national government in
Brussels funds much of the country's
ground-floor research,. while the two
regional governments-Flanders in the
north and the Walloons in the south
support commercial application. The
Belgian government's Science Policy
Office distributes some $80 million a
year (about 16%of the national science
budget) for basic and applied research,
especially in energy, materials, aero
space, electronics, and biotechnology.

The Flemish government has prom-
. .

iscd nearly $2 million to a year-old agri
cultural genetics company called Plant
Genetic Systems (PGS), based at the
University of Ghent in Flanders. PGS is
a direct spin-off from plant bacteria
research conducted by genetics profes
sor Marc van Montagu, who heads the
company. With about 50 full-time em
ployees, PGS is now heavily dependent
on contract research, says van Monta
gu, and has formed a joint R&D ven
ture with Advanced Genetic Systems
(Berkeley, Cat). In return for a$l000-a
month fee, the company shares both
physical facilities and many of its staff
with the university.

The arrangement would probably
raise a good many American eyebrows.
But "we have no problems with busi-

ness-university links," says van Monta~

guo Since Belgium is a largely agricul
tural nation, he adds, the work is clearly
in the long-term national interest, and
"it gives the university students a
chance to apply their knowledge to a
commercially important area."

Flanders also hopes to become a
major European technology center
through Technology International, its
biennial electronics, new materials. and
biotechnology trade fair. The first fair,
in 1983,consisted of600exhibitors from
17 nations and drew 117,000 visitors
from all over the world. "We literally
had to turn people away," says van
Montagu. The 1985 fair (February~
March 3 in Ghent) aims to double the
number ofexhibiting nations. .

'. . 'c' '.. '.y..',... ....
JAPAN ADDS BIOTECH TO ITS TARGETS .'

.. -
Only part of Europe's technological com- tion-so much weight that the Congres-
petition comes from across the Atlantic. sional Office of Technology Assessment
Both the European Economic Communi- calls Japan the United States' "most seri-
ty and the United States are casting .... ous competitor in the commercialization
nervous glances toward the East, specu- of biotechnology.".'. '.. '"
lating about how and when Japan will One reason for that designation is the

.' score its next commercial coup... growing number of linkages between
.' Their concern is well-founded. By and .. small Japanese research f"I1"lI1S and large

large, Japan has carved out a generous.. ...• . . . . trading companies. The Iatter-c-consist-
share of the world marketplace, especially in consumer ing mainly of six multinationals, including Mitsui and.

· electronics, by capitalizingon existing technology. But the Mitsubishi-can bridge the resource gap between them
Japanese government's commitment to the fifth-genera- .selves and the small f"I1"lI1S that have traditionally been
tion "intelligent" computer project-some $450 million locked out of the capital markets. "The venture capital
over the next nine years-makes it clear that the nation concept is very new to Japan," explains Choy. "Unless a
has stepped off in a new direction. The magic words now small company has made a big discovery on its own, it
are "basic research," and Japan has earmarked R&D typically has very few contacts with banks," The trading

· expenditures ofsome $25billion a year to pay the bill. . company.solves thatproblem by providing up-frontfi
· The fifth-generation program is now under develop- nancing, marketing, shipping; exporting, and other ser

ment by a research consortium that includes Nippon vices to the small researcher, usually for a flat fee. .
Telegraph and Telephone (NT!'), Hitachi, Sharp, Matsu- The six trading companies now account for about half
shita, and others. Slated for completion in the early 1990s;' ofJapan's total foreign trade and investment, says Toshio

'. the project will be the cornerstone of NITs $100 billion Itoh, senior researcher at Nomura Research Institute in
Information Network System. Japan. Already instrumental in food processing, ehemi-

But there's more to Japan today than electronics. While cals, agricultural equipment, and oil ref"ming, they are
the intelligent computer captures most of the attention, . now gearing up for a similar presence in biotechnology:
the Japanese boosted their biotechnology R&D expendi- Mitsui has no fewer than 70 biotechnology specialists,
lures by 55%earlier this year. In fact, biotechnology was Nissho Iwai has 30, and Marubeni25.... _

...one of the "future technologies" (areas to be fully com- But Japan's success in commercial biotechnology is not
mercialized by the year 2000) identified in 1981 by their a foregone conclusion, Despite the involvement of aggre&,
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). . 'c . . sive, well-heeled trading companies, the relative novelty

"TheJapanese were doing very little work in biotechnol- of the venture capital concept will effectively bar many
ogy before the late 1970s," says Jon R.T. ChoY,an analyst small companies from full participation, at least in the

'.' with the Japan Economic Institute in Washington. "No near future.. The Japanese regulatory climate, which is
one thought the science would develop before the end of even more. exacting than that of the U.S., is another
the century. When they saw they'd been caught f1at- potential obstacle. In the case. of pharmaceuticals, for
footed by the Americans, they decided to catch up." example. most countries accept clinical data gathered in

Given their long experience in fermentation, biotechnol- other countries. Drugs developed outside Japan, however,
ogy is a natural enterprise for the Japanese. But by must be fully tested on Japanese patients before being.
granting special favor to the science, MIT1 adds extra allowed to enter the domestic market. "Clinical trials in
weight to the Japanese variable in the international equa- Europe or the U.S. are still suspect," says Choy_

'.. ···c ...• .•....•. .. . •.

.
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This 2(J().[C wafer is part ofFrance's ambitious electronics program.

Nor are the powerful labor unions,
many of them spirited defenders of the
status quo, likely to welcome the new
European industrial fabric."There's no
doubt that there will be a serious mis
match between workers displaced by
new technology and those who will be
needed to run it," says EEC's Cadiou.
"But as the industries expand, there
will be a ripple effect that v.~11 help in
employee retraining."

In view of recent strikes by British
coal miners and West German metal
workers, however, the thousands of
employees who have already drifted
outside the ripples won't simply shrug
off their misfortunes as the price of
progress. The here-and-now attitudes
typical of so many unions are illustrat
ed bya veteran policy analyst in London
who recalls the coal miner faced with
the government dosing of his depleted
minelast spring."Hesaid he was strik
ing to protect his job for his kids," the
analyst says. "How do you explain to
him that coal mining is probably today's
buggy whip industry?"

formed a valued part of European tradi
tion and that will not be easily torn
down.

A major impediment can be found in
the European educationaJ system, says
EEC's Nobbs. In many British schools,
for example, electrical engineering
has remained basically unchanged for
years. "If you want to learn about inte
grated circuits, you have to take extra Entrepreneurial spirit
courses," he explains.· An even more
serious problem exists in Belgian aca- For some European technologists,
dernia, says a geneticist at the Universi- these and other obstacles are just too
ty of Liege: Government grants, feJJow- much. Many of them say that programs
ships and research programs are freely like ESPRIT are great public relations
available at the lower educational lev- but that the Ten's apparent inability to
els, but they drop to near zero as the settle many recent problems-budget
researcher scales the academic ladder. ary contributions, for instance, and the
"The resuJtis that a lot of Belgian PhDs de facto impotence of the European
go either to the U.S. or on welfare," he Parliament (the EEC's legisJative
expJains. body)----casts serious doubt on a genu-

Other problems include the ultracon- ine technological collaboration.
servatism of the financial community, a But most analysts are convinced that
general lack of venture capital in many the stakes are so great that the table
countries, and a broad-based aversion scraps approach described by EEC's
to risk. For example, while business Sheaf will slowly give way to a new
failure in the U.S. is considered part of entrepreneurial spirit within the Com
the game, itis a stigma in many Europe- munity. Celltech's FairtJough, in fact,
an countries. Similarly, American lend- argues that his company's success will
ers accept risk as an inevitable part go on the books as an early illustration
of investment; most Belgian bankers, of this new spirit. _
says the Liege researcher, work their "Certainly many companies are bur
hardest at merely protecting money dened with a status quo mentality," he
rather than looking for growth. says. "But the Community has too

These attitudes often extend to the many technological and financial re
workplace, where they develop into - sources for us to simply be written off
.. deadly complacency. "When people by the rest of the world. What's more,
here get jobs, they're essentially pro- Celltech is proving that innovation is
tected for life," says Philippe d'Oul- not dead here. Wewant to be an inspira
tremont, biochemical research coordi- tion to other companies to stop moaning
nator at Solvay in Brussels, one of about their limitations and get up and
Europe's largest chemical companies. do something."
"The result is a kind of 'disinnovation,'
It's hard to be technologically daring H. Garrett DeYoung is a senior editor of ~
with such a system." HIGHTECHNOWGY. §

Roadblocks ahead
That the Ten are out to give the U.S.
and Japan a run for their money is
obvious. Sn are the roadblocks to their
success-barriers that, ironically I once

Scotland, which also promotes itself
as a world-class biotechnology center,
offers a variety of government support
schemes (including tax-free"enterprise
zones") to lure domestic and foreign
business. "Scotland has plenty of ven
ture capital," explains Mina Henley,
program coordinator at the British gov
ernment's Scottish Development Agen
cy (SDA----Glasgow), "but very little is
available for high-risk businesses." The
nine-year-old SDA thus assumes the
venture role for itself, rounding up gov
ernmentand private funds for start-ups
in electronics, biotechnology, energy,
robotics, and other fields.

Late last year, for example, Edin
burgh-based Bioscot was formed as a
joint venture between the University of
Edinhurgh and Heriot-Watt University.
InitiaJ funding of about $1.4million was
provided by the SDA, the Bank of Scot
land, and the universities. The company
is still in a start-up stage, says manag
ing director Bruce Haddock, and it has
only a few full-time staff members.
Like Celltech in England and Edin
burgh's Inveresk Research (a potential
major competitor), Bioscot will gradual
ly stake out its own overseas clients,
joint venture partners, and areas of
special expertise-for example, process
engineering and oil recovery biotech
noJogy. "A Jot of companies are ahead
in commercial products such as human
growthhormone," says Haddock. HWe
don't see any point in doing something
just becausesomeoneelse is doingit."
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By Bohdan O. Szuprowicz

Global trade in engineered
products has been growing
rapidly. Over a 2O-yearperi
od it grew 15-fold, topping
$500 billion in the early '80s
(the most recent U.N. data
are for 1981). About 25% of
this total is for high technolo
gy products, including air
craft, computers, nuclear re
actors, microchips, machine
tools, medical equipment, in
struments, telecommunica
tions equipment, office ma
chines, and gas turbines.
Another fast-growing high
technology sector is hidden in what's
called "invisible trade," the $700 billion
services sector, including banking, con
sulting, data processing, engineering,
insurance, shipping, and construction.

As the pie has grown, so has the
international competition to get a big
ger slice. Battle lines are being drawn
for future high technology growth mar
kets, and a major trade conflict could
develop. Competition is intensifying be
cause the stakes are not just economic
gains, which promise to be consider
able, but political strength. Since the
ability to develop high technology in
dustries is becoming so important, both
for industrialized nations and for those
whose economies have traditionally de
pended on mineral resources or agricul
ture, there is not a nation in the world
that is not practicing some form of
protectionism, declared business econo
mist Harold B. Malmgren at a recent
meeting of the Pacific Basin Economic
Council Trade relations between na
tions, he added, are at their lowest point
since 1947.

Many high technology products are
in great demand worldwide, but so far
almost all of them come from only a
handful of industrial nations that pos
sess the necessary combination of re-
sources-including advanced R&D, en
gineering skills, venture capital, and
marketing know-how-e-to compete in
technology markets. Almost 90% of all
high technology exports originate in

Wiping out
trade deflcits

The high technology ambi
tions of small and developing
countries were illustrated re
cently by Avraham Suhami,
chairman of Elscint, an Is
raeli medical imaging equip
ment company that gener
ates 97% of its revenues
outside Israel. Since high
technology industries aver
age over $100,000 in output
per employee, Suhami pro
poses to solve Israel's $5bil
lion annual balance-of-pay

the United States, Japan, West Germa- menta deficit by building up high
ny, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, technology industries. When employ
the Netherlands, Canada, Sweden, and merit reaches 200,000 workers, translat
the Soviet Union. ing into $20 billion of output, high tech

Nearly every country,large or small, exports should be earning sufficient
is finding it necessary to obtain ad- revenues to wipeout the trade deficit.
vanced technologies in order to retain This strategy is viewed with favor in
market shares and stay in the interna- many newly industrializing countries,
tional economic race. Most are striving particularly in Asia's Pacific Rim. The
to develop high tech industries internal- People's Republic of China, for exam
ly. Many protectionist measures today ple, is openly proclaiming and imple
are meant to shield budding high tech menting a policy of enhancing exports
industries and, in some cases, to force while simultaneously impeding imports
the market leaders to transfer some of . of any products that can be manufae
their advanced manufacturing know- tured domestically.
how to emerging nations. . International trade statistics rein-

Unlike earlier forms of international force the trade surplus theory. While
trade, based predominantly on 'barter- the top 10 high technology exporting
ing agricultural and mineral products countries account for 90% of all such
directly linked to natural resources and trade, they absorb only a little over 50%
geographic location, high technology is of imports. For some of these countries,
completely portable. It depends on sci- high technology exports are several
entific capabilities, technical skills, and times larger than imports, providing
surplus capital, which can be developed continuous trade surpluses.
anywhere, instead of on large ore de- Japan, often viewed as the most sue-r
posits or sea ports. If R&D skills are cessful adherent of such policies, .ex :
mastered so that products can be readi- ports four times as much in high
ly adjusted to meet changing needs in goods as it imports. The U.S., despi ,;
global markets, they hold long-term negative balances in certain high teel"
promise for production and export of industries, still exports about 2.5 time
goods in high demand worldwide. This what it imports and accounts for mor
means continued employment, and usu- than 33% of global high technolog
ally a steadily rising contribution to the exports.
economy, in place of dependence on a But top prizes go to Bulgaria an
few agricultural products whose prices East Germany, which export over s'
are unpredictable or on materials that times as much in high technology 1

in time will become depleted. they import. While the bulk of tl'
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than productivity. At the same time, if
jobs are protected in less productive
industries, it means a loss of markets to
competitors who are faster to introduce
high technology improvements. Even
tually this could lead to even more
drastic setbacks, with plants closing
and many more jobs lost. Aggravating
the dilemma is the fact that, despite
wide puhlicity and mounting popular
interest, high technology industries
represent a small percentage of any
economy. California, considered the
most advanced high technology region
in the world, projects that while high
technology industries will grow twice
as fast as overall employment, high
technology employment by the year
1990 will still account for only one out of
14jobs in the state.

Alzcraft top trade Ilst
Aircraft exports, civilian and military,
are by far the largest high technology
category in world trade, and the U.S. is
the undisputed leader, with over 50% of
global exports. West Germany recently
displaced the United Kingdom as the
second largest aircraft exporter, and
France and Italy rank fourth and fifth.
These top five exporters together con
trol almost 9(ffo of a more than $27
billion market in the West. The Soviet
Union is also a major aircraft-manufae
turing country, exporting primarily to
Eastern Europe, China, and a number
of third world countries. These nations,
including Syria, India, Nigeria, Cuba,
Peru, Vietnam, and Mozambique, equip
their air forces with Soviet MIGs, per
haps the most popular fighter aircraft
in the world. Military markets are an
important factor in aircraft trade. In
ternational statistics show about $4 bil
lion in aircraft exports unallocated as to
destination. This is a larger percentage
of clandestine high technology than in
any other export category.

Telecommunications equipment is
the second largest export segment. It is
dominated by Japan, which controls
25% of this $19 billion market. Compa
nies like Nippon Electric Co. (NEC) and
Fujitsu started as. telecommunications
manufacturers and expanded in a Japa
nese market dominated by Nippon Tele
graph & Telephone, which for many
years adhered to the buy.Japanese-only
policies encouraged by the government,
Today such companies have become in
tegrated multinationals that manufac
ture semiconductors, electronic compo

.nents, computers, and robots, as well as
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Netherlands

Italy

France

West Germany

Japan

United Kingdom

USA

trade is with the Soviet Union and East- alsostilles innovation and product im
ern Europe, their performance demon- provement and encourages inefficiency
strates the potential of state-controlled in domestic producers, thus keeping
protectionism within a trading bloc, and them from becoming competitive in
provides a model that other developing world markets.
countries may wish to emulate. Fostering high technology industries

Protectionism for limited periods is can be a particularly thorny issue, be
justified, many developing nations be- cause high technology products often
Iieve, when it supports infant industries.' enhance productivity in other indus
that can sell within national markets. tries. This means rising unemployment
But critics argue that such protection unless industrial output grows faster
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East Germany

Canada

Country

Top high technology exporters
CIbtals about 98%ofall global exports) .

Soviet Union

Belgiurn!Luxembourg l'i~

Singapore 11.81.1

Bulgaria " .. '.3

Sweden

Ireland I:
South Korea I ~.2

Hong Kong I. ~.1

Israel r.•
••

Austria L.11.1

Poland r..6
Tot. E%w!i~~~m-~~96.6 1.56
~ Exports ($ blDloN) 116W",,,;;a ~rts ($ btIlJonl) .

Source: Derived by 21stCentury Research from UN International Trade Statistics for
Engineering~ucts,l981OBtestdata available),
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telecommunications equipment information flow across their borders. Any 'taxation of information flow
Because telecommunications is a This could prove to be a major continu- would have momentous effects on the

state monopoly in most countries, other ous revenue source. Only the naive be-- international activities of banks, credit
governments are strongly tempted to lieve that current efforts to set up inter- card 111'018, insurance companies, and
try to duplicate the Japanese success, national data controls are aimed at the travel services. Itmay increase costs by
Few of these nations, however, have a professed goal of protecting data as much as five times in some cases,
big enough domestic market to justify privacy, forcing many firms to abandon foreign
the investment required to develop an Brazil and France are seriously con- ventures. To elude such taxes, multina-
independent telecommunications equip- sidering specific taxes on information tiona] corporations may find it profit-
ment industry. And global export mar- transmission and are among the lead- able to launch and operate their own
kets are already dominated (over 63%) ing proponents of such controls, The global communications networks,
by Japanese, American, German, Brit- French Commission on Transborder which could boost exports of private
ish, French, Swedish, and Hungarian Data Flows has already designed a sys- satellite communications systems.
manufacturers. tern of quantifying, classifying, and Pioneering efforts by the U.S. and

taxing such information. Brazil, Cana- Britain to deregnlate their telecommu-
Coming: taxes on data flow? da, West Germany, and Mexico have nications services, with the hope that

already enacted similar legislation, and the rest of the world will follow suit,
But a new twist is developing in tele- the General Agreement on Tariffs and appearso far to be unsuccessful The
communications. Individual countries, Trade (GATT) is under heavy pressure opening up of American telecommuni-
since they control all telecommunica- to add trade in services such as informa- cations markets to foreign competition
tions services within their territories, tion processing to its regular policy resulted in imports jumping from 3% in
are now looking at opportunities to tax agendas, 1978 to almost 11% by 1983. The Inter-

Leaders in major hl~htech markets
category Trade volume ($ bUUons) Top 5 exporters and their shares (%)

A1rcrall 27.2 USA 54 France 7
w.Germany 12 Italy ..1

UK 10 roTAL 87

TelecommunicatioN 19.2 Japan 25 UK 7
USA 16 France ..&

w.Germany 10 TQI'AL 63

Aulomallc data 14.1
. USA 35 Japan 6

processing (ADp) w.Germany 10 France 6
UK 9 roTAL 66

Machine tools 12.0 w.Germany 24 Italy 8
Japan 15 Switzerland 7, . USA 13· TQI'AL 67

ADPIttolflce machines 9.9 USA 43 France 9
P<Dfs Ittaccessories w.Germany 11 Japan ..§.

. UK. ,. 9 TQI'AL 80

Office machines 6.1 Japan 43 Netherlands 7
w.Germany 11 UK J.

USA 9 TQI'AL 77

Mlcroc1reulls 3.9 Japan 23 w.Germany 11
USA 19 South Korea 9

.' Singapore - 17 roTAL 79.

Medical equipment 2.9 USA 89 Japan 8
w.Germany 19 France 5

. . .. Netherlands 10 TQI'AL 75

Gashublnes 1.7 USA 65 France 4
UK 11 . Italy 4

W.Germany 7 TOTAL 91

Nucl&ar reactors
.

0.8 Belgium 31 Switzerland 12
w.Gennany 23 Sweden 6..

France 20 TOTAL 92,

Source:Derived by21stCenturyResearchfrom UN International TradeStatistics,l98L
..

.
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national Trade Commission predicts
that the U.S. will run a $3 billion trade
deficit in telecommunications equip
ment by 1993 if this trend continues.
Bills now being introduced in Congress
would give foreign trade partners two
years to remove their domestic teleeom
munications barriers or face reciprocal
tariffs.

Automatic data processing (ADP),
the international trade category for
computer hardware, is dominated by
the U.s., which accounts for 35% of
such exports worldwide. Taken togeth
er, ADP plus parts and accessories for
computers and office machines account
for about $24 billion, making this the
second largest trade segment (see ta-

. . ble, p.61). There is little donbt, more
over, that the rapid growth in this cate
gory will soon make it the largest high
technology export segment. If office
machine trade is also thrown in, it al
ready is.

The U.S. actually controls evenmore
of this trade through shipments from
foreign subsidiaries in such leading
computer exporting countries as West
Germany, the U.K., Japan, and France.

At the same time, Britain, West Ger
many, France, the Soviet Union, and the
U.S. are all billion-dollar markets for
imported hardware. They are increas
ingly being targeted by third world
countries trying to get into the comput
er hardware export game.

The United States has had a trade
surplus of about $6 billion in computer
hardware in recent years, but this is
eroding rapidly with the rise of hard
ware-exporting countries such as Ja
pan, South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore,
and Hong Kong. Intense competition in
electronic products such as computers
is forcing manufacturers to shift pro
duction to countries with lower wage
rates, and emerging nations in the Pa
cific Basin have been happy to oblige.

Brazil and Mexico are two Latin
American countries that are also seen
as significant future competitors in
world computer trade. Brazil regards
independence in computer technology
as a strategic necessity, and the govern
ment has taken strong steps through
its Special Informatics Secretariat to
restrict domestic minicomputer and mi
crocomputer markets exclusively to
Brazilian manufacturers. A coalition of
military officers, local entrepreneurs,
and critics of multinational cor
porations control Brazil's computer

.markets, and as soon as a local manu
facturer develops new hardware it is. ..
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protected from foreign competition. As
a result, while sales of Brazilian com
puters grew to $700 million in 1933,
hardware imports have declined dra
matically to below $200million.

At present the biggest threat to
American computer trade domination
comes from Japan, which exported $1.5
billion worth of computers, peripherals,
and parts to the United States in 1933,
almost twice as much as in 1982. This
turned a previous trade surplus with
Japan into a deficit; U.S. exports to
Japan edged up a mere 7.3%, to $828
million, during the same period. These
developments prompted Lionel H.
Olmer, undersecretary of commerce, to
tell U.S. high technology executives
last March that the Japanese market
remains "essentially closed" to foreign
high technology products.

Unlike earlier
forms ofglobal
trade, hightech-
nologyis com

pletelyportable.

In the office machines category,
which includes typewriters, copying
machines, word processors, and other
equipment, Japan is by far the largest
exporter, accounting for 43% of nearly
$10 billion in global trade during 1981.
The U.S. was a poor third, on a par with
the Netherlands and Britsin. Together
with West Germany, these five coun
tries control almost 80% of global ex-
ports of office machines. " .

u.s. slips
inmachine tools
Machine tools constitute a critical high
technology trade sector because of
their major role in automating indus
tries. They account for $12 billion in
annual exports. West Germany alone
controls a quarter of world exports of
machine tools. The top five, which also
include Japan, the U.S., Italy, and Swit
zerland, ship almost 70% of the total.
The United States, only third in exports,
is by far the leading importer of ma
chine tools. What's more, during the
last ten years the percentage of imports
of all machine tools sold ·in the United
States rose from about 15% to 4O'i" of
the total, while U.S. exports make up

only 137,oftotal global trade.
Major targets within the U.S. are

rapidly growing segments of electronic
equipment industries, which are big
consumers of precision machine tools
and metalworking machines. Fast
changes in these markets mean manu
facturers need highly versatile produc
tion systems so that product changes
can be made easily and quickly. Several
countries are trying to develop adaptive
intelligent robots and flexible manufac
turing systems, in hopes of capturing a
big slice of this growing market.

In microcircuits, another pivotal mar
ket, Japan has become the leader, with
at least 23% of global exports, by tar
geting specific semiconductor memory
categories. So far onJy about eight oth
er countries are significant microchip
exporters, including the U.S., Singa
pore, West Gennany, South Korea,
Britain, France, the Netherlands, and
Italy. They account for well over 807, of
all such trade.

Increasingly, however, political, mili
tary, and business leaders throughout
the world are concluding that integrat
ed circuit production is a strategic ne
cessity, and they are looking for ways
to establish such capabilities within
their own borders. Britain, which ac
counts for 307, of European integrated
circuit markets, is determined to be
come a major player, in part by encour
aging U.S. and Japanese semiconductor
manufacturers to build advanced pro
duction facilities there.

Other countries are considering stra
tegic stockpiling of certain semicustom
VLSI microchips. Final masks for such
chips, to produce customized microcir
cuits, could be manufactured quickly
using sophisticated computer-aided-en
gineering workstations. The Belgian
government teamed up with an elec
tronics manufacturer to form MIETEC,
a new firm designed to manufacture
custom VLSI microchips 'lith the spe
cific objective of eliminating foreign
imports.

Satellite links being set up by both
Japanese and U.S. companies also could
eventually allow customers access to
sophisticated IC manufacturing facili
ties from almost anywhere in the world.
Complex proprietary circuits that could
provide a temporary edge in some elec
tronic systems markets might be de
signed from any nation via such trans
border links.

Bohdan o. Sruprowicz is president 0[21st
·Century Research, North Bergen, N.J.
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VJESTEnI~ALLIAl~CE

TIGliTEN'S RESTRiCTI()!~SON
COltiPUTEREXPORTS

By Paul Kinnucan

For several years, the West
ern Alliance has been divided
on the question of how to
stem the flow of militarily
critical technologies to the
Soviet Union and other War
saw Pact nations. The Rea
gan Administration has
advocated a restriction or
outright ban on exports of
any technology or product
that might bolster the Soviet
military rnaehine-e-evenindi
rectly. Many of the United
States' allies, on the other
hand, have insisted on a more laissez
faire export policy. The result has been
a proliferation of often-eonflicting uni
lateral control policies.

Until recently, that is. Now, in 'a ma
jor victory for the U.S., the Western
Alliance has agreed on comprehensive
controls on the export of computers
the technology that tops the list on the
Reagan Administration's high tech ex
port control agenda. The agreement is
expected to serve as a model for ac
cords now being negotiated on controls
for other militarily sensitive technol
ogies.

The agreement was reached by the
Coordinating Committee for Multilater
al Export Controls (CoCom), which
oversees trade between the Western
Alliance and Warsaw Pact nations.
Based in Paris, the committee includes
the NATO allies (except Spain and Ice
land) and Japan. Its purpose is to estab
lish a uniform export policy for its mem
bers, and it meets periodically to review
policy for proscribing trade in militarily
critical technology.

While a 1974CoComagreement was
aimed primarily at limiting export of
high-performance mainframe comput
ers, the new guidelines are much more
comprehensive. They slightly relax con
trols on mainframe computers but
place tight restrictions on the export of
personal computers andsuperminicom
puters. In addition, the agreement re
stricts the export of computers lor use

in certain ostensibly civilian applica
tions, such as telecommunications and
microelectronics design and manufae
turing, that are considered militarily
critical. Another new restriction is a
ban on the export of certsin types of
computer software.

A general accord was reached on July
12 in Paris and was announced in the
U.S. by the Department of Defense
(DOD) on July 22. A few remaining
details of portions of the agreement
were to be ironed out by the end of
September, but many provisions of the
agreement have already been put into
effect by CoCommembers.

j ••

MulflIaferal controls
The agreement ends nearly a decade of
negotiation aimed at updating the 1974
CoComagreement, which had become a
target of bitter criticism by the West
ern military establishment led by DOD.
The Pentagon complained that the poli
cy was not restrictive enough because it
allowed the export of low-performance
systems, such as personal computers
and superminicomputers, whose small
size gave them military value. Despite
intense pressure from the U.S., howev
er, CoComwas unable to agree on more
comprehensive restrictions.

As a result, the U'S. established uni
lateral controls on personal computers
and superminicomputers, and waged a
vigorous campaign to convince other

CoCom partners to do like
wise. While· some nations
complied, others refused,
leading businesses in the
U.S. and other countries
with strict controls to com
plain that foreign competi
tors had an unfair advan
tage. At the same time, the
impasse led to a neglect of
CoComby the U.S. and other
member nations, and itcreat
ed friction in the Western
Alliance. Moreover, the pro
longed CoCom negotiations
created a climate of uncer
tainty for Western business
es in negotiations with East

ern bloc countries.
"The new accord is healthier for all of

us," says Stephen D. Bryen, deputy
assistantseeretary of defense for inter
national economic, trade, and security
policy. The pact, he adds, will eliminate
the tensions caused by the varying uni
lateral controls that it replaces.

Bryen also believes that the agree
ment, by restoring confidence in the
ability of the Western Alliance to estab
lish multilateral controls on key tech
nologies, will help revitalize CoCom.
"The indications are that it's already on
the path to rejuvenation," he says.

Although the U.s. has been pressing
for an updating of the 1974 accord since
1976, it has been unable to get an agree
ment until now, in part because of the
difficulty of obtaining a formula that
wouldbe comprehensive enough to cov
er legitimate security concerns without
being so comprehensive as to deny
Western businesses trade in noncritical
items. The U.S. negotiating team, rep
resenting the Departments of Defense,
Commerce, and State, has also been
hampered by internal discord over ne
gotiating objectives.

As might be expected, the new agree
ment'scontrol formula is complex, en
tailing many compromises. For exam
ple, it relaxes controls slightly on
mainframe computers, allowing export
of machines with a performance data
rate (PDR) lower than 48. In contrast,
the. 1974 agreement had banned the
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export of any machine having a PDR
greater than 35, although exceptions
could be made with the concurrence of
CoCommembers. (PDR is a measure of
system throughput established by Co
Com for regulatory purposes. The PDR
of a particular system is determined
by running benchmark prograrns.) Ac
cording to the Pentagon, the relaxed
guideline will prevent export of super
computers that might be used in design
ing weapons, such as ballistic missiles,
and in weather prediction, while fa
cilitating export of lower-performance
systems. Western companies had com
plained that the earlier PDR limit had
prevented them from trading in large
systems that would have little impact
on military security. This was because
the performance cutoff point did not
reflect the growing speed of both West
ern andEasterncomputers. Businesses
complained that most state-of-the-art
mainframes exceeded the 1974 PDR
limit. Hence they had to apply for ex
ceptions, which required not only the
consent of their own government but
the concurrence of the allies, which de
layed license approval considerably.

New restrictions
While relaxingcontrolsonmainframes,
the CoC9m agreement places tight re
strictions on the export of personal
computers. Those with a PDR of less
than 2, such as the Atari 400 and the
Radio Shack TR8-80, may be exported;

. and more powerful personal computers
may be sent to Warsaw Pact nations
upon issuance of a license by the ex
porter's government. Personal comput
ers in the 2-5 PDR range may be ex
ported under a bulk license; more
powerful systems require individual li
censes.

The CoCom agreement prohibits the
export of computers that have been
designed to withstand abnormally high
temperatures, shocks, and vibrations.
This would include computers designed
specifically for military. applications
and some portable computers, such as
Grid Systems' Compass, that are aimed
at civilian applications. The agreement
also prohibits the shipment of bubble
memories that can store more than
256K bytes. (These solid-state memo
ries can be used to replace electrome
chanical mass storage devices, such as
tape and disk drives, which are the most
physically delicate component in most
personal computers.)

In addition to restricting the export
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of personal computers, the CoCom
agreement places an outright ban on
the transfer of technology used to build
cornputers-even those whose export is
permitted. The technology ban includes
design specifications such as blueprints
and printed circuit board artwork; com
ponents such as chips,disk drives, and
power supplies; and production equip
ment such as solderingand component
insertion machinery. This provision is
intended to prevent Warsaw Pact na
tions from mass-producing Western-de
veloped computers whose export is for
bidden or limited in quantity.

The agreement also prohibits the ex
port of add-on and add-inproducts, such
as memory and processor boards, that
may be used to upgrade a computer
system. This provision is intended to
prevent an exporterfrom avoiding eon
trols by first shipping a low-perfor
mance system and later shipping
upgrades.

These new guidelines address the
Pentagon's concern about the shipment
of personal computers, which was al
lowed under the previous CoComagree
ment because of the machines' limited
processing power. Such computers
have important military applications be
cause of their small size. For example,
U.S. field commanders use them for
targeting artillery and missile lire.

Previously, the U.S and a few other
CoCom members had instituted unilat
eral restrictions on the shipment of
small computers. For example, the
U.S. banned shipment of any computer
based on microprocessors with word
lengths of 8 bits or more, which effec
tively stopped U.S. export of personal
computers to Warsaw Pact nations. But
because other CoCom members were
not prevented from exporting personal
computers, U.S. businesses complained
that they were being discriminated
against Also, the microprocessor rule
did not reflect technological advances,
since mostpersonalcomputers arenow
based on 16-bitprocessors. U.S. compa
nies were prevented from exporting
even the older 8-bit computers, which
had little military value and were al
ready being made in the Eastern bloc.

Also banned are computers with
more than half a gigabyte of virtual
memory. This guideline prevents the
export of superminicomputers, which
have important military applications be
cause of their small size and low cost.
The 1974 agreement allowed export of
superminis because they fell within the
1974 performance limit. Although the

U.S. had unilaterally banned the ship
ment of superminicomputers, they
were available from foreign sources.
causing concern among American man
ufacturers that their foreign competi
tors would have the Warsaw Pact mar
ket to themselves.

The recent agreement forbids export
of any computer intended for use in the
design and manufacture of integrated
circuits. "We believe that 90% of the
rnicroelectronics circuits produced in
the Soviet Union go into military sys
tems," says DOD's Bryen, "and we
don't want to feed that industry." Like
wise proscribed are the export of com
puter-based telephone switching sys
tems (the national telephone networks
of the Warsaw Pact countries serve as
the backbone of their military command
and control systems) and the export of
advanced software, such as that used
for computer-aided desigu and manu
facturing.

Softwate controUed
Under the new agreement, companies
will for the first time be required to
obtain a license to export software for
applications-e-such as artificial intelli
gence, cryptoanalysis, signal process
ing, computer-aided design and manu
facturing, and software development
deemed militarily critical. This provi
sion addresses a Pentagon concern that
the 1974 agreement, with its focus on
hardware performance, did not reflect
the unbundling of software. At the
time, software generally could be run
only on the hardware with which it was
sold. Thus the banning of the hardware
virtually prevented export of advanced
software. Now most software is de
sigued to be machine-independent and
is sold separately.

Bryen warns that the new agreement
in itself will not prevent militarily criti
cal computers from finding their way to
the Eastern bloc. That will require in
dustry's compliance with the agree
ment, as well as strict enforcement. "If
you're asking our companies to play
ball, it's only fair to make sure that the
bad guys don't steal away their busi
ness," he says.

To facilitate enforcement, says
Bryen, the U.S. plans to propose this
fall that CoCom establish an Interpol
like clearinghouse for information on
potential violators.

Paul Kinnucan is a senior editor ofHIGH
TECHNOWGY.
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nies, such as Kaiser Alumi
num and Chemical Corp.
(Oakland, Ca1.) and Arco
(Philadelphia), are giving
their employees paid time
away from work for these
activities. Professional orga
nizations, including the
IEEE, are encouraging
members to volunteer some
of their time. And adopt-a
school programs, in which a
business pairs up with a
school, commonly involve
company volunteers work
ing in the school. Most of the
more than 1000 Dallas com
panies that have adopted lo

cal schools send tntors to help individ
ual students, especially in math, says
Mary Brouillette, a spokesperson for
the Chamber of Commerce. Xerox's Sci
imceConsultants Program in Roches
ter, N.Y., sends employees twice a
month to local fourth, fifth, and sixth
grade classes. The program stresses
hands-on learning through the use of
400 instructional kits created by the
consultants and supplied by the compa
ny. In the 15years Xerox has supported
the program, consultants have reached
an estimated 11,000children.

Retirees-recruited and organized
by their former employers, like Dow
Chemical (Midland, Mich.}--are also be
ingtapped for math and science instrue
tion. At one Pittsburgh high school, for
example, retired scientists advise stn
dents in the laboratories, says Jane
Burger, project director for the Alle
gheny Conference on Community De
velopment (Pittsburgh).

Although few scientists and engi
neers have been trained as instructors,
schools usually praise the quality of
their teaching. In some cases compa
nies formally prepare employees before
sending them into the classroom. Xerox
seeks out technical staff members who
appear to have the ability to work well
with children and teachers, then equips
them with materials and outlines for
lessons. And Project SEED, a math
enrichment program, puts its instrue
tors through a rigorous course before
sending them into a classroom, says

already fallen behind their Japanese
and Taiwanese counterparts in reading
and math, according to a recent Univer
sity of Michigan study.

Although there are some federal edu
cation programs, the Reagan Adminis
tration has advocated private sector
initiatives as the means to revitalize
math andscienceeducation. Businesses
are responding by lending employees,
and donating equipment and money to
elementary and secondary schools for
math and science education. Companies
have sponsored programs to provide
employee volunteers to enrich math
and science courses, to recruit or re
train teachers, to create instructional
materials and curricula that cover re
cent advances in science and teehnolo
gy, and to attract more students to
engineering and technical careers. UA
natural symbiotic relationship is emerg
ing between industry and education,"
says Louis Robinson, IBM's director of
industry relations. "Growth in technol·
ogy depends upon innovation and cre
ativity, and that relates directly to
the quality of education in math and
science."

Improving teaching
Teacher certification requirements usu
ally prevent scientists and engineers
from .teaching full time in public
schools, but many districts are eager to
have volunteers supplement the regu
lar curriculum. More and morecornpa-
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REBUIL'Dll~G11!ATI'i Al~D,
SCIE1~CE EDUCATION:'

BUSiNESS LEl\lDS A HA1~D

ByMargie Ploch

The nation's businesses are
sending their technologists
back to school-not to stndy,
but to teach. Their goal is to
breathe life back into precol
lege math and science educa
tion and hence to produce a
new generation of talented
scientists and engineers as
well as a technologically lit
erate public. What is at
stake, claim business repre
sentatives, is nothing less
than the technological lead
ership and economic health
of the United States. "With internation
al competition, the quality and numbers
of engineering graduates are vital to
us,"says William A. Orme,secretary of
the General Electric Foundation.

The importance of precollege math
and science education came into focus
when businesses began pumping mon
ey and equipment into college and grad
uate engineering education in order to
ease the shortage of engineers. Compa
nies found that the majority ofstndents
were (and still are) reaching college
barely literate in science and math; ac
cording to the National Science Founda
tion, 75%of 1980high school graduates
were unqualified to take undergradu
ate courses in these disciplines.

Hence industry's college programs
cannot realize their potential unless the
problems that beset precollege math
and science education are solved flrst,
Foremost among them is the national
shortage of qualified math aod science
teachers, so desperate in some states

'that teachers from other fields are
filling in. Even if enough qualified
teachers were available, however, the
requirements for math and science

, courses would still be insufficient to
prepare stndents for jobs in an increas
ingly technological society. Outdated
and inadequate teaching materials, cur
ricula, and equipment further cripple
instruction. And school days in the U.S.
are fewer and shorter than in many
other countries. As a result, by the end
of first grade, American children have
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other teachers," says Partnership di
rector Peggy Funkhouser.

One proposed means of retaining
teachers is differential and merit pay
for master teachers and teachers of
technical subjects. Such a scheme, how
ever, conflicts with traditional tenure
systems, through which teachers are
promoted and paid according to the
amount of time they have worked in
the school district. Differential pay
schemes nowbeing tried by some states
and local districts provoke teachers'
fears that prejudice and preference will
inevitablyplaya part in evaluations.

Yet businesses, because they are in
dependent from the public education
system, can skirt the burdensome bu
reaucracy that has sometimes blocked
changes. Manycompaines sponsorpro
grams to selectively reward and en
courage teachers. For example, Ciba
Geigy (Ardsley, N.Y.) offers $1000
annual awards for science teachers at
all levels.And Honeywell(Minneapolis)
has just begun a program of summer
jobs for localmath and science teachers
that it hopes will benefit both teachers
and the industry people they work with.
Teachers will gain experience in indus
trial research and will develop contacts
in the technology community, while
Honeywell employees ",11 learn more
about the methods and difficulties of.
teaching.

G.DonaldLong, chief scientist of the
company's Physical Sciences Center,
bopes that friendships made during the
summer will belp bridge the gap be
tween schools and industry. "There is
no mechanism for bringiug people to
gether." he observes. "We're trying to
create that" A similar summer-jobs
program, the ClevelandTeacher Intern
ship Program, has worked so well that
one sponsor, Standard Oil(Ohio), plans
to increase its placemeuts from 25 to
100per summer by 1985.

Summer jobs in industrg help sci
ence and math teachers learn about
advances in their fields.

jects effectively. Furthermore, many
secondary teachers who had adequate
skills ten or twenty years ago are now
foundering in the wake of technological
change. Few teachers are hooked into
the networks of industrial technolo
gists who are using the latest tech
niques; worseyet, there is little contact
between high school teachers and their
counterparts at colleges.Consequently,
many science museums are offering
sessions to update teachers in science
and math instruction. And the largest
school districts in 25 states are now
participating in IBM's computer litera
cy program; teachers attend summer
sessions to learn how to use and teach
with microcomputers the company has
donated to their schools.

Retainiug qualified and experienced
math and science teachers has proved
increasingly difficult. Awards, fellow
ships, and summer jobs-many of them
sponsored by businesses-are ways of
recognizing the best teachers and, in
somecases, increasingtheir incomes.

Thisyear the Los Angeles Education
al Partnership organized an ambitious
summer program with support from
Arco.Thirty-fiveoutstauding math and
science teachers, selected by their
peers, attend a two-week symposium,
consisting of seminars conducted by
leading technologists and tours of spon
soring companies. Afterwards fellows
lead workshops at their own schools to
share what they've learned with their
colleagues. "We're trying to put these
people in contact with resources in in
dustry, then get them to help improve

Dallas-area director Hamid Ebrahimi.
They learn the Socratic method of
teaching by questioning, which Ebra
himi claims is the reason for Project
SEED's success in teaching advanced
math to elementary schoolstudents.

Originally designed by educator Wil
liam Johntz to boost the academic
achievement of minority students
through success in math, Project SEED
has beenruninmanycommunities with
help from such corporate sponsors as
Bell Labs and IBM. In Dallas, volun
teers from Texas Instruments and
Southwestern Bell are part-time staff
members. An independent research re-
port to the Dallas school board de
scribed Project SEED as "an excellent
instructional system" that was likelyto
encourage students to take more ad
vancedmath courses.

Other business efforts to improve
teaching focus on training and retrain
ing math and science teachers. Many
undergraduates who wouldmake excel
lent teachers are lured into industry by
the bigher salaries. To attract these
people to teaching careers, Digital
Equipment Corp.and the Univ. of Mas
sachusetts School of Education have
created a 14-month master's degree
program. . .

In addition to paid internships during
the course, each graduate is guaran
teed three years of summer employ
ment at DEC."We think that for people
to have the wherewithal to become
teachers, they need additional money,"
says Russ Johnson, DEC's manager of
U.s. college relations. "And after they
go through the internship, they have
skills that can help us."

Although teachers are needed for sci
ence and math courses, other subjects
are often oversubscribed, especially in
secondary schools. Therefore, another
approach that businesses are funding is
to take teachers from other disciplines
and retrain them, usually at a local
university. For example, Area, the
Council for Basic Education, and the
University of Texas at Dallas have sup
ported a summer institute just for this
purpose. .

But even teachers certified in math
and science may not have kept up with
technological advances. According to
the National Science Board Commis
sion's report, hundreds of thousands of
elementary and secondary schoolteach
ers need additional training in math and
science.Elementary school teachers of
ten lack the math and science back
ground necessary to teach. these sub-

Better teaching and materials alone
may not influence enough students to
pursue advanced studies in math and
science. To fill their own future needs
for technologists, businesses are push
ing careereducation-especially for mi
nority students, the group least likely
to enter scientific fields. "We have to g
convince kids in seventh, eighth, and ~
ninth grades not to opt out of scientif- ~
ic and technical careers," says GE's g
Orme. His company is pumping $1 mil- .~.
lion a year into programs across the
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Hap Vaughan ofTexas Instruments is a volunteer
teacher in Project SEED, an elementary school math
enrichment program in Dallas.

country to encourage minor
ity youth to pursue math, sci
ence,andtechnology careers.

Some companies develop
career education materials,
and others sponsor field trips
to their offices so that stu-
dents can see "engineers at
work:' But most programs
depend on visits to schools by ,k
company volunteers. Scien
tists and engineers who visit
classrooms serve .as role mod
els andareimportant ininflu
encing students to pursue
similar careers. "We try to
identify interested and talent
ed kids, encourage them, and
set up programs to help them
succeed," says Orme, A simi
lar program, METCOM (Met
ropolitan Consortium for Mi
norities in Engineering) in
'Washington, D.C., organizes
volunteers from industry and
government labs to give high school
students presentations on engineering
jobs. Board member Marilyn Berman,
assistant dean of the College of Engi
neering at the Univ. of Maryland, be
lieves that MEI'COM has helped in
crease minority participation in
engineering programsat her school.

SChools for math
and science
The most ambitious collaborations be
tween businesses andeducationare em
bodied in high schools devoted to math
and science. Such schools are being
established in cities and states across
thecountry,andbusinesses have speed
ed their growth. The North Carolina
High School of Science and Mathemat
ics, for example, is a statewide residen
tial public high school. Students who
have shown exceptional tslent attend
for their last two years of high school.
The school has received $7.5 million in
fundingfromprivatesources, including
IBM. Since it graduated its first class in
1982, the school has produced over 160
National Merit semifinalists, the high
est percentage of recipients at any
school in the country.

Three years ago, Honeywell and the
Minneapolis school district set up Sum

~ matech, a "magnet school" (one thatj draws students from an entire metro
~ politan area). The company put $40,000
• into the pot, and provided the servicesI of 62 volunteers (mainly scientists andi engineers) in the planning year, says

Rita Kaplan, Honeywell's manager of
education programs. Employee volun
teers continue to teach special classes,
give career education presentations,
and advise the teachers and administra
tion, according to Honeywell's Long,
who oversees the company's involve
ment in Surnmatech. Tograduate from
Summatech, a student must pass four
years of math and science, and two of
computerscience, as wen as courses in
humanities and social sciences. Hon
eywell is also funding a program to
enrichmath andscience at a Minneapo
lis elementary school, says Kaplan.

Xerox and IBM will each lend a staff
person full-time to the planned School
of Science and Technology, (Fairfax,
Va.) to assist with preliminary fund
raising efforts, says superintendent of
schools William J. Burkholder. In addi
tion, the school is looking for lab equip
ment donations and staffing help from
industry. "We expect to depend on busi
ness to a great extent for people who
have specific abilities in areas we'd
have trouble finding among the pool of
teachers," he explains. .

Because of the school's status as a
governor's magnet school for science
and technology, Burkholder believes
that the state will "let us waive or
alter· certification requirements, al
though this would be done on an individ
ual basis." Such special teachers will
complement the regular faculty, Burk
holder says, and the school will provide
whatever in-service training and sup-
port they need.

Partnership
structures

The framework for collabora
tion between businesses and
schools usually takes either
of two forms: one-on-one or
systemwide. In either case
the partnerships may be es
tablished through interme
diaries.

One-on-one programs, com
monly called adopt-a-school,
were especially touted during
1983-84, which President
Reagan declared the National
Year of Partnerships in Edu
cation. Local chambers of
commerce often help orga
nize "adoptions" within their
area by matching a school
(or magnet school-within-a
school) with a business. The
most successful relation-
ships, says Honeywell's Ka

plan, are those that are carefully tai
lored to the needs of the school,
business, andcommunity.

While businesses may contribute
money to sponsor special activities or
donate equipment (especially for labs in
science classes), most partnerships em
phasize the human resources the firm
can share with the school. In fact, the
value of volunteers' contributions to
math and science education may far
exceed a company's monetary dona
tions. The Chicago Adopt-a-School pro
gram, says director Al Sterling, asks
not for money, jobs, or equipment, but
only for people. Because volunteers are
usually highly motivated, he adds, they
will often bring the equipment and mon
ey with them if they see a need for it. In
turn, the volunteers feel good about
giving their skills to the community.
"The morale of the staff goes. up,"
Sterling says. "It's the first time that
many of these people are asked for
anything beyond their job description."

In contrast to such one-on-one part
nerships,businesses may workwith an
entire school district or with districts
across the country. MathCounts, spon
sored by the National Society of Profes
sional Engineers (NSPE), the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
the CNA InsuranceCompanies, andthe
National Science Foundation, is one
such program. During the 1983-84
school year, 400,000 seventh and eighth
grade students from 47 states and the
District of Columbia learned advanced
math skills from materials created and
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TECHNOLOGICAL TUTORS

ByDwightB. Davis

provided by the sponsors, The best stu
dents in each class competed in school,
regional, state, and national contests.
Next year, says Leslie Collins, a spokes
person for NSPE, the program will dou
ble in size and include students from all
50states.

Partnerships and systemwide rela
tionships may be brokered by private
foundations, as well as state and feder
al agencies. California alone has over
100such private foundations, according
to a National Alliance of Business re
port. The intermediaries try to match
schools' needs with corporate donors'
resources. They also provide the conti
nuity and motivation necessary to start
and maintain successful partnerships,
says Gladys Thatcher, director of the
San Francisco Education Fund. Her or
ganization is a community-based non
profit group working with about 70
companies in creating programs to ben
efit the San Francisco public schools.

Financial support
All of business's contributions to
schools amount to a tiny fraction of
total U.S. educational expenditures.
But their dollars and volunteers are
usually more mobile than public funds
and personnel. "Private dollars can be
flexible and quick, and they should be
spent where public money can't or
won't go," says David Bergholz, presi
dent of the Public Education Fund
(Pittsburgh), a national organization
that helps establish educational
partnerships.

While private sector funds usually
pay for programs that enhance the
standard curriculum or activities, the
burden of financing public schools has
traditionally fallen to taxpayers. Busi-

.. .

.

Educators have a problem. The world is
changing so rapidly, propelled in large
part by the proliferation of new technol
ogies, that conventional teaching meth
ods that were developed to cope with an
earlier, relatively stable environment
have become obsolete. Appropriately,
educators are turning to technology to
improve teaching of both children and

.
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ness partners, however, are beginning
to contribute more directly to school
budgets. .

In North Carolina, for example, the
state legislature insisted that the major
ity of o~rating and capital expenses for
the state s School for Science and Math
ematics be drawn from the private sec
tor, says Mark Leuchtenberger, assis
tant development officer for the school.
As a result, the school is continually
soliciting money from businesses and
foundations. "Our ability to raise money
from the private sectoris a measure of
our quality and the respect we are ac
corded," Leuchtenberger explains.: 1'If
we can't generate income, we're not
doing what we're supposed to do."

Businesses' contributions to schools
are ultimately self-serving in that they
produce more qualified workers. Giving
resources to localschools also strength
ensthe company's 'image and the com
munity's economic base. "The impor
tant issue in businesslschool relation
ships is not just dollars but making
closer contact so that business knows
what's going on in the schools and be
comes a supporter of public education,"
the Public Education Fund's Bergholz
explains.

For the partnerships to be effective,
they will have to last. "It's going to be a
long haul, maybe 10years," says Peggy
Funkhouser, director of the Los Ange
les Educational Partnership. Funk
houser'sorganization stresses funding
of at least three years for its projects,
and tries to make them self-sustaining.
"We are always trying to get successes
built. into the system or get them to
stand on their own," she says, "so we
don't have to keep raising funds."

. . - . ,: ,
Margie Ploch is managing editor afHIGH
TECHNOLOGY. _
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adults in this technological age.
Central to this trend are low-priced

microcomputers and a blizzard of edu
cational and training software. Almost
98% of the country's 9272 school dis
tricts with more than 600students now
have at least one microcomputer for
classroom instruction, according to a
survey conducted last Apnl by Quality

Education Data (Denver), a market re
search firm. Many of these microcom
putersweredonated bymanufacturers,
but schools nevertheless spend 20% or
more of their materials budgets on edu
cational software,orcourseware.

At the adult level, a major shift is
occurring away from instructor-taught
seminars toward individualized, com
puter-based self-study. Accelerating
this trend is the use of laser videodiscs;
when linked to microcomputers, they
can serve as highly interactive tutors
that operate at a level and a pace suited
to each individual's needs. Other tech
nologies that promise to play growing
roles in educational systems include
speech synthesis and recognition and
various implementations of artificial in
telligence, including expert systems.

Some people view technological aids
as panaceas that will eventually prove
better than human teachers in most
situations; others have a strong aver
sion to any use whatsoever of comput
ers in educational settings. Between
these two extremes are the majority of
educators, who believe technology can
play an important part in teaching, but
only as a set of tools for competent,
well-trained instructors.

But there are many unanswered
questions about how and when comput
ers and related systems can best be
used, especially at the primary and sec
ondary school level. Pressured by par
ents and a widespread computer mania,
many schools have rushed to acquire
the machines in what critics term a
"buy now, plan later" approach. The
introduction of computers into a class
room inevitably displaces part of the
existing curriculum, and there is little
agreement about what subjects should
be sacrificed.

Complicating matters further, some
educational software doesn't provide
much beyond what is already achiev
able with noncomputerized teaching
techniques. Although courseware is
growing in sophistication, becoming
more interactive and adding such fea
tures as simulations of natural phenom
ena, the bulk of the programs are of the
drill-and-practice type. Given the costs
involved, using computers simply as
"electronic page turners" or"electronic
flash cards" is often difficult to justify.
"Much of what initially happened with
computer-aided instruction was merely
translation of print media onto comput
ers," notes Roger Orensteen, director
of industry marketing for high technol
ogy at Wilson Learning (Eden Prairie,
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Minn.). "There was no new dimension
of learning at all." But just as the early
automobile gradually lost the trappings
of the horse-drawn carriage, rote learn
ing by computer is slowly fading as new
ways to present material begin to ex
plore the technology's potential.

Learning about learning
Before educational technology can
fuBy be exploited, however, much re
mains to be discovered about the learn"
ing process in both children and adults.
Wilson Learning, which develops and
runs training programs for corpora
tions, has established an alliance with
the University of Minnesota's College
of Education "to conductresearch into
how adults learn and how technology
can aid learning. I) Various programs
are also studying learning in children
and trying to establish a role for tech
nology in that process. Harvard Univer
sity's Graduate School of Education,
for example, has a $7.7 million contract
from the National Institute of Educa
tion to explore how computers and oth
er technologies can improve the teach
ing and learning of science, math, and
computers from kindergarten through
grade 12.

Both the Wilson Learning and the
Harvard programs recognize that a bet
ter understanding of the nature of
learning is a crucial first step in deter
mining how technology can best fit into
the educational picture. ''The funda
mental thesis that shapes everything
we're doing," says Judah L. Schwartz,
codirector of Harvard's Educational
Technology Center, "is that if you're
going to explore the ways in which
technology can be useful in science and
math learning, you'd better first find
out what's hard about science and math

.learning.".
In a perfect world, complete knowl

edge about the learning process would
precede all attempts to improve teach
ing-a situation that clearly doesn't ex
ist. Rather, technological teaching aids
will be used in a variety of ways, some
of which work, some of which fail. This
process, in turn, should add to our in
sight about how learning occurs. But
even when learning improves in the
presence of computers, it's not easy to
discernwhichimprovements aredirect
ly related to the computers and which to
other factors, such as better teacher
training. "Education isjust too muddy a
business to be able to put your finger on
theelement that,makes the difference,"

.says Schwartz, who is also a professor
of 'engineering science and education
within MIT's School of Engineering.

While hard statistics are difficult to
come by, several studies have indicated
that computers can aid learning. A 1982
Office of Technology Assessment re
port states, ''There is a substantial
amount of agreement that, for many
educational applications, information
technology can be an effective and eeo
nomical tool for instruction."

Many believe that a large part of the
computer's success in educationlies in
its novelty and its intrinsic allure, Many
educational software vendors, recog
nizing the power of video games to rivet
youngsters' attention, are trying to in
corporate gaming features.into their
packages. Some observers fear.howev
er, that the teaching potential of com
puters may diminish as the machines
become more commonplace and their
novelty wears thin. But if courseware is
properly designed, says Schwartz, com
puters should retain their allure much
as books continue to attract readers.

Even though the debate about com
puters in schools has largely shifted
from "Should we use them?" to "How
do we best use them1" plenty of contro
versy remains. There is disagreement
about how to evaluate the educational
software inundating the market, about
whether computer use by very young
children discourages active play,
and about whether to teach program
ming and computers as subjects unto
themselves. .

A particularly stormy controversy

surrounds the choice of a programming
language, if one is to be taught. The
Basic language, long a leader in educa
tional settings, has come under fire
from proponents of the more sophisti
cated Pascal language and from others
who favor the more flexible Logo.
Developed almost 20 years ago by
Seymour Papert and others at Bolt
Beranek and Newman (Cambridge,
Mass.), the graphics-oriented Logo lan
guage has attracted much support be
cause it is not only easy to learn and fun
to use but also very powerful in estab
-lishing student control over the comput
er and in teaching logical thinking.

Such secondary benefits are as im
portant to some as the actual program
ming skills acquired. "I believe that
learning to program is important be
cause it is the best way to get in touch
with how the idiot machine works,"
wrote Steve Bergen, codirector of The
Teaching Company (Brookline, Mass.)
in a recent issue of Independent
SchooL "Additionally, learning to pro
gram in any language involves consid
erable logical, intellectual, and aesthet
ic skills-eertainly the domain of
education:'

Adult trainlng
Although the use of computers in class
rooms still stirs debate, their presence
in adult trainingsituations has become
generally accepted. Control Data (Min
neapolis) pioneered computer-based
trainingwith Plato-s-a mainframecom
puter-based educational system devel-
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new training programs. "At some
point," predicts Lubin, "the devel
oper will just give the course con
tent to the system, and the system
will devise how to teach the
material."

One of the most active areas of
AI today is that of expert systems,
which catalogue the knowledge of
human experts along with the rules
and procedures they use to exploit
that knowledge. Some foresee the
development of expert teaching
systems. But even expert systems
not specifically desigued for teach
ing are usually well-suited to edu
cational uses, says Thomas P.
Kehler, executive VP of technology
at IntelliCorp (Menlo Park, Ca1.), a
producer of expert systems and re-
lated developmental tools. "Expert
systems usually have an 'articula

tion' facility that explains why the sys
tem did what it did," he says. Students
who don't understand a process can
therefore query the system.

If used properly, the various educa
tional technologies won't just expedite
the learning process, they mil alter its
very nature. Conventional learning in
volves the acquisition and long-term
retention of specific knowledge. But in
a world where most of an engineer's
training becomes ohsolete within about
five years, such "maintenance" learn
ing won't suffice, says Wilson Learn
ing's Quinlan. Rather, the company
argues, education should shift its em
phasis toward "anticipation" learning;
which better prepares students--child
or adult-to adapt and modify their
knowledge as circumstances require.

While people of all ages might bene
fit from such an educational shift, Wil
son Learning expects children to find
changes In the learning process easier
to adapt to than adults. "Our task in
training adults is much harder," says
Orensteen. "People who are estab
lished in their careers or views have a
significant amount of unlearning to do
before they can make new connec
tions." And he believes that technology
has a major role to play in rendering
such training effective. "It can help
create a compelling way," he says, "for
learners to challenge their own beliefs
invrivate!'

ties, and can slow course progress and
postpone completion if the student isn't
learning adequately. Finally, interac
tive videodisc training costs considera
bly less than conventional training
methods-a crucial point for cost-con
scious companies. "The cost of live in
struction runs approximately $250 per
student perday," says Lubin, "whereas
our videodisc systems cost only about
$50per student per day."

These benefits will bring major
changes in the business of training
adults, says Gary Quinlan, executive
VP at Wilson Learning. Today only
about 10% of Wilson Learning's pro
grams are of the self-study variety. But
a survey performed by the firm's par
ent company, John Wiley & Sons (New
York), indicates that the Fortune 500
companies expect as much as -50% of
their training efforts to use some sort
of individualized interactive technology
within five years.

Smarter systems

A still-embryonic area of educational
technology is artificial intelligence.
Broadly, AI involves the programming
of computers with traits normally asso
ciated with human intelligence; thus its
possible applications in the teaching
world are many' and varied. ITS is ex
ploring AI in hope of enabling the com
puter to take into account the back
ground and the skills of each student.
"We expect that AI will make the sys
tem smarter about who you are and
how you want to see things," says Lu
bin. ITS also hopes to use AI techniques
to shorten the time required to produce

As more young children Wle classroom com
puters, questions arise about the machines'
impact on developing minds, social abilities,
and physical activities.

. oped in the '70s at the University of
Illinois. Plato boasts a collection of
educational programs that, today,
is probably the most extensive
in the world. This library of
courseware has recently been
made more accessible through the
introduction of Micro Plato, an im
plementation of the system on mi
crocomputers. But lately, such
text-oriented training systems
have been eclipsed by the newest
technology on the block-interac
tive videodisc.

Laser videodiscplayers and their
associated media are best known
as a movie-presentation technolo
gy for home TVs. "'hen the play
ers are linked through controllers
to microcomputers, however, they
can become powerful teaching
tools that combine video images
and audio instruction with text and
computer data. Because the players can
quickly access any locationon the video
disc platter, desiguers can produce sys
tems that let students jump between
subjects and levels of difficulty accord
ing to their individualneeds. The result
ing improvements in learning can be
astonishing, claim the technology's
proponents.

Bringing the interactive videocompo
nent to computer-based training "is as
dramatic as the addition of sound to
movies was," says David A. Lubin, CQo

founder of Interactive Training Sys
tems (Cambridge, Mass.). ITS, which
has produced over 100 training video
discs for corporate clients, recently
formed a joint venture with Advanced
Systems (Arlington Heights, Ill.) to de
velop a highly interactive videodisc!
computet system. "We believe the mar
riage of laser videodiscs with personal
computers willbe ubiquitous by the end
of the decade," Lubin says.

One of the prime benefits of video
discsintraining situations, according to
Lubin,is that interactive video, run by
each student at a personalized pace and
level, helps keep the student's atten
tion. HIn a conventional learning envi
ronment," he says, "students spend 25
to 50% of their energy just trying to
stay focused on the presentation."

Lubin claims that by using videodisc
systems, ITS has been able to compress
the time needed to learn any given cur
riculum-by factors of as much as six
to seven-while improving the reten

. tion of the learned material by up to
40%. In addition, the computer can
closely monitor each student's capabili-
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